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The apotheosis
of the atrium

In the article "Hvac systems: In pursuit of comfort" by Ivars Peterson in this month's
Engineering section, a passing reference is made to the fact that the hvac system in Helmut
Jahn's much-talked-about State of Illinois Center in Chicago is not working too well. This
circumstance, while of course serious, is fixable. Not fixable, and the subject of intense debate, is
the quality of the architecture itself, and its uses of mixed use. Among the questions is whether
the Center's l&story, skylit atrium/rotunda, encircled at the lower three levels with shops mixed
with public-access state functions, has too much in common with a shopping mall to be the
principal architectural feature of a major civic building. The current issue of the magazine
Places, published by the MIT Press, addressing the architecture of the building as a whole, asks
whether this bold and singular edifice "is a place, of the place, or out of place," and finds answers
from a small consortium of architect/critics, including Stanley Tigerman (who almost likes it),
and Donlyn Lyndon (who doesn't).
First Tigerman: "Perhaps what galls most people is the mixed-use concept for a public building
in which civic functions are blended with a Western-style capitalistic retail presence. Certainly
the glitzy way in which retail shops are presented suggests so much importance to commodities
as to infer a suppression ofthe very presence ofthe state itself. . . . [Furthermore], we have such
an overwhelming gridiron tradition in Chicago (both on our land and imprinted on the facades of
our buildings) that the presence of an object so blatantly disrupting both the frames is very likely
to evoke feelings of loathing toward the author of such an intrusive presence . . . but think about
the terminally boring, dirt gray, albeit tasteful alternatives conventionally employed in any other
metropolitan building in recent Chicago tradition. It is amazing that the Illinois body politic
commissioned and then approved this strange lump of a building and, to its credit, the resulting
structure suggests that indeed there is hope for some kind of future after all . . . it just goes a bit
further than contemporary taste can quickly adjust to, thus the state of anxiety connected with
the object in question . . . . That whim and wit can find their way into an agenda connected with
public building suggests that an Orwellian option is not yet upon us . . . ."
Lyndon, after calling the building's large glass-walled and roofed rotunda atrium a "launching
platform awaiting its missile," describes it as a design for "the era of consumers having fun.
Urban life here and elsewhere has been conceived by the Entrepreneurs of Environment as an
extended lunch hour, a pageant of casual encounters and festive shopping, with evocative
environments cast around in evident unseriousness . . . . [The State of Illinois Center] has no
designated meanings; it is instead a memorable form to which people will attach their own
associations, a framework that they are free to fill out with the stuff of their own daily lives. Yet
on this scale, and with the weight of significance the state building necessarily bears, this seems

not enough."
Were the building to have been more than a glorified atrium/shopping center, what might it
have been like? What symbolic meanings should inform a government building appropriate to its
place in today's public realm? In Lyndon's words, such a building should "refer beyond itself if to
nurture a common bond for its citizens is a part of its intent . . . . What we wish to know and learn,
what we wish to encounter are qualities of mind and sympathy, to observe how others deal with
each other, to learn of their works, to recognize lineage and invention, to be made aware of
qualities that we might emulate or recommend unto our children. We wish, in fact, to find
through our encounters with the public some forms of ethical thought." What would sueh public
spaces be like? Lyndon does not show us a model, but instead tells us what such spaces should
do. They should make us believe that individuals are important, "remind us of the thoughts and
considerations our predecessors have given to similar circumstances . . . embellish our perceptions
of space, serve as discernible landmarks in the construction of our public persona, [and] intimate
that there is imporbance in times that will follow." A tough but challenging and worbhwhile
agenda for today's architects of civic buildings, but also for the many architects who seem to find
in the multistory commercial atrium the universally appropriate centerpiece for almost every
conceivable building type. The State of Illinois Center, whatever its esthetic merits, has helped
focus the argument. Does a glitzy shopping center atrium belong in a government building?
Tigerman:Why not? Lyndon, more profoundly:No. M.F.5.
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Real-estate interests
push for national
housing policy

New AIA contract
documents reflect
current standards
and problems of
practice

"We are asking the federal
government to commit to a set of
guidelines that would help the
American dream of home ownershin
become a realitl for more families'

The American Institute of
Architects has just released 12

revised standard-contract
documents that reflect changes in
the relationships among architects,
owners, engineers, and consultants
durinE the last decade.
Sinie 19?6, architects have been
working with the same edition of
4201, for example, which governs
the contractual ties between owner
and contractor but also affects the
architect. 4101, the standard

and individuals."

That's what William M. Moore,
president of the National
Association of Realtors, and other

influential association heads
representing real-estate interestsJames M. Fischer Jr.. nresident

of

the National Associatibn of Home
Builders, and Thomas M. French
Jr., president of the Mortgage
Bankers Association of Americarecently said they hoped to see in
the way of enabling legislation.
They agreed that a broad
soectrum of issues needed to be
addressed in areas such as housinE
finanee, tax policy, and the cost and
availability oJ low- and moderate-

owner/contractor form for a
contract containing a stipulated
sum, was last revised in 1977.
AIA oresident Donald J. Hackl
says it shouldn't come as a surprise
that the institute is making these
changes: "The great strength of
these documents is that thev reflect
industry-wide eonsensus and are
considered fair and equitable as to
how design and construction should
be effected." He adds, "Clearly,
both have changed in the last ten
years, and our new documents
reflect these changes.
"For example, owners are asking
for new and different services from
both the architect and the
contractor," says Hackl. "The
documents have been revised to
facilitate the delivery of these
services and to allow for
appropriate compensation for
carrying them out."
A201, forexample, now contains
an expanoeo provlslon governlng
architects' review of shop drawings.
It now reouires that "the architect
be given sufficient time in his or her
professional judgment to conduct
an adequate review." At the same
time, new language specifically
excludes the need to check details
that are the responsibility of the
contractor. It also simplifies and
streamllnes Drovtslons on

lncome nouslng.

Fischer oointed out that the
impetus for the group's drafting of
the joint policy proposal came from
a belief on their oart that the
federal governmint must give
housing the priority it deserves.
Moore noted that the nation's rate
of home ownership among, for
instance, those in the 23- to 34year-old age group fell from 55
percent in 1980 to 47 percent in
1985.

Informed observers find the
association heads' demands rather
modest. And, because of the heavy
clout their organizations have, it is
thought they have a reasonable
expectation of seeing what they
have in mind become law. A Senate

bill incorporating all of the realestate leaders' ideas has indeed

just

left the banking committee with full
approval.
The specific guidelines the realestate leaders proposed are:

'A oermanent extension of the
Federal Housins Administration's
operating authority. Currently,
FHA functions at the pleasure of
Congress, which closed it down six
times in fiscal 1986 while trying to
attach its annual reauthorization to
other bills.
'No new or increased user fees in
the future for FHA, the
Government National Mortgage
Association, the Federal National
Mortgage Association, and the
Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corooration.
'Authorization of the Fair HousinE
Initiatives Program. Proposed by the Reagan administration, the
two-year demonstration program
would establish guidelines and use
them to check that realtors do not
steer members of ethnic groups to
particular neighborhoods.
'A permanent authorization to
purchase second mortgages for
both the Federal National Mortgage
Association and the Federal Home
Mortgage Corporation.

arbitration procedures.
B141, covering owner/architect
relations, clarifies what architects

FMG spring meeting
set for this month
in San Francisco

The Financial Managers Group, a
national association of financial
managers in the design profession,
is set for Mav 22 in San Francisco.
Participants will work with mutual
oroblems to effect solutions
ihrough the dynamics of group
effort under leader Michael Hall.
For information, contact FMG
executive director Michael
Sturdivan in Oklahoma Citv bv
calling 405/848-1111.

are to be compensated for in terms
of additional services. Two other
new sections of that document now

reouire the owner to furnish
haiardous materials'tests at his
expense and also specify that the
architect has no responsibility for
the discovery, removal, or disposal
of toxic or hazardous substances
encountered at the site. Also new is
language that the architect may
terminate the agreement if the
owner fails to pay the design fee or
abandons the project for more than
90 days, and that computer-aided
drafting is now on the list of
reimbursable expenses.
8141 also now notes that

preliminary drawings-which,
unlike contract drawings,
previously were not specifically
protected as the architect's
property-now are covered as well.
Peter Hofmann, World News,
Washington, D. C.
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You've been down this road before.
Your mind's racing. You've gottalentto burn. And
you're about to drive yourself crazy looking for the solid
colorsto take you from conceptto reality.
At that moment, you'd mug Foster Granto for a new set
of shades. But you needn't go to extremes. There's a
simpler solution.
Renew your creative license with Color Quest'87.
Once you do, you'llfind yourself in the driver's seat
with 33 brilliant new solid colors. lf you think this is an
incredible addition, you're right. There are fresh pastels
to fuelyour imagination. Blended classics offering subtle
nuance. Jewel brights that illuminate. And dramatic
darks with powerto spare.
Now let your imagination slip into overdrive.
When you add these new solids to the existing

Color Quest line, you have 1 10 of the most exciting
design opportunities available. lt's a palette of evolutionary proportions. And enough to renew anyone's
creative license.
Of course, after you renew your creative license, you
may be overrun by clients wanting to know who's behind
those new Color Quest shades.
Butthen, you've been down that road before, too.

Renew You r Creative License Today !
For quick delivery of product samples and literature,
call toll-free (within the Continental U.S.A.):
1-800-433-3222 lnTexas: 1-800-792-6000
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BRAND DECORATIVE LAMINATE

Bringing new solutions to the surface'"

Circle 38 on inquiry card
o1987. Baloh Wilson Plastics Co.

Conshuction economy outlook:
Winding down the up cycle

By George A. Christie
of conshuction
activity show that cyclical decline is
Some measures

already underway. Other measures
are saying that decline is imminent
but hasn't quite happened yeL
Which measures should you
believe? All of them. Like the
proverbial ocean liner, the
construction market takes plenty of
time turning around.
c

Contrattingfor neut
onstructiqn-the industry's

leading indicator of its future
health-reached a peak almost a
year ago, in the first quarter of
1986, concluding four years of
continuous expansion. During the
second half of last year, as the
volume of new-project starts
slackened, measures of ongoi.ng
corutraction activity (construction
put in place, shipments of building
products and materials,
employment in consFuction) began
to stabilize, indicating that indeed
there was a turnaround and it had
reached its second stage.
As more of last year's high
volume of newly started work is
brought to completion, this yeay's
diminishing flow of new projects
that replaces it will bring the third
and last stage of reversal-a

shrinking inventory of
constrttction work in progness.
Every decline has its own
particular characteristics
Whether you look at the
construction market regionally or
by building type, it is apparent that
the decline of conshuction
conhacting since the first quarter
of 1986 has been selective rather
than acmss-theboard. So far, the

Firstquarter-l9&l conhacting
data are as significant for what did
nothappen as for what did: Anyone
looking for the sudden collapse of
commerrial building because tax
reform took effect at the beginning
of the year won't find it in
January's and February's statistics.
Thaf,s because the adjustment to
the new tax code has been taking
place all tlrough the past year in
the form of steadily diminishing

construction<specially of offices.
And there's more to come.

fire play of ofisetting positive and
negative forces at work in 198?

will limit the decline
The outlook for consbuction
activity in 19$l and beyond concerns
a balance of opposing market
forrces:

'The politics of the marke@lace

are repressive. Ta'.t yeay's

legislation mandating tax reform
and deficit reduction has altered t}re
environment for commercial
building and for public-works
construction. All of this requires an
adaptation to a new austerity for
these two building eategories.

Besidesthat....
'The economubfuture is shaky.

Forecasts that extend last year's
2.5 percent real

more substandard growth;
otherwise, stagnation. On t}re

brighterside....

to the South (where construction
declined by 5 percent) and the West
(where construction declined by 4
percent). By conhast the Northeast
and North Central negrons were still
holding even with last year's peak
rate of conskuction contracting
through the first quarter of 19S1.
A comparison of building types
shows a similar mixture of
weakness and shength. Two

schools.
These are some of the events

categories<ommercial/ indushial
building and multifamily housingled the market into cyclical decline
in 1986. At the same time,

institutional building and publicworks construction made small
gains. Most important, the building
of singlefamily houses flourished
in last year's environment of falling
mortgage Btes.
fire early months of 1987 brought
more of the same. Total
construction*onhact value
continued to shrink in the first
quarter as public-works projects
joined the easualty list, but
sustained strength in the building
of houses still made the difference
between a gentle letdown and
something worse.

that
will mold the contour of the other
side of the building cycle. In Dodge/
Sweef,s most recent Constntct:ion

E conomy Outloo k (REcoRD,
October 198Q pages 35 through 4il),
it was concluded that offsetting
positive and negative market forces
at work in 1987 would limit the
decline of total

cause uB to group construction

categories most properly
in an unonventiond way
A 2 percent decline frpm the 1986
peak of construction conhacting
doesn't sound very threatening. It
must be appreciated, in this, that a
relatively thin slice of the
construction market (comprised of
those who previously benefited

most fipm tax shelters) will bear a
very large part of the decline.
At the same time, as much as half
of total construction activity will be
supported at or above its 1986 level
of conhacting-as long as interrst
rates remain reasonably steady.
The rcst of the construction market
(approximately onefourth) doesn't
have a convenient label such as

"tax-sheltered" or "cr€ditsensitive." For a variety of reasons,
as we shall see, this remaining
group will be showing a moderate
decline in 19&1.

This unconventional grouping of
construction categories (in place of
the usual classifications of
nonresidential, residential, and nonbuilding) offers the advantage of
being able to sort out those building
types with risks as opposed to those
with potentials.

growth through

19Sl rest upon bold assumptions
about a reversal of trade that may
be unrealistic. The options: at best

' Intprest rates arc likely to remain
near their low current level for at
least another year. As we all should
know, no other single influence on
consbuction activity is as important
as the credit that fuels construction
of all types. In addition. . . .
. Demograplvic ru,pport is
emerging for certain categories of
building. The'50s generation has
reached the age of home ownership,
and the children of that generation
are entering school, increasrng the
demand for both housing and

weakness has been clonfined largely

The element of risk might

construction-in

constant dollars-to approximately
5 percent below the 1986 peak. An
estimated 3 percent rise in
construction cost this year would
hold the loss to only 2 percent in
current dollars.
The evaluation still stands,
although 1987 will be only the
beginning of a period of cyclical
decline that will be seen to span
several years.

fire Ngh-risk group conrists
thoae building types thst

of '

will have

to a4iust to the realities of the
martefulace wiftout tax heaks
The two categories of consbuction
most affected by tax reformoffices and apartments-have
already revealed their vulnerability.
These "tax-shelier" markets, both

vastly overbuilt during the five
years following the Economic
Recovery Tax Act, reached their
peaks in 1985.

Even before tax neform bmught

tle arithmetic of realcstate
development back to reality,
soaring vacancy rates had ordained
the boom's end. In 1986, conhacting
for offices declined 13 percent and

multifamily housing was cut back 6
perrent.
It was only the beginning.
Because the reduced 1986 levels of
contracting for offices and
apartments were still much too high
to make a dent in the oppressive
vacancy rates that prevailed in
those two markets, the rates still
prevail and further contracting
declines art needed to rcstore a
supply-anddemand equilibrium that
will be appropriate to the postERTA period.

It is expected that conbacting for
office building, which declined fitm
its 1985 peak of S%.9 billion
to $21.8 billion in 1986, will ease
another 18 percent in 1987 to $1?.8
billion, on its way to a low of
new contracts of about $13 billion
by 1989.
Continued, on page 41
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Outlook continued

Firsl Update

1987 National Estimates
Dod ge Construction Potentials

March 1987

'1986
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Fl@l

Arca
(millions
or square

1987
Fo@.rt
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14?

Oflice Buildings
Stores and Other Commercial

Percent
Chenoe
r9szE6

225

525
140

Similarly, multifamily housing,
which retreated from its 1985 peak
of $32.6 billion to $30.6 billion in
1986, will decline another 18 percent
in 1987 to $25.2 billion. One more
year (1988) at this reduced level of
contracting should eliminate most
of the surplus apartment space now
on the market.
Supportive safe markets

will take up some,
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but not all. slack
For the time being, several
imnortant construction marketsinciuding single-family housing,
institutional buildings, and
environmental construction-will
remain supportive in the sense that
their exposure to decline in 1987 is
minimal. Their potential for
increase is also very limited,
however. The trade-off between this
group and the high-risk group,
which worked so well in 1986 to
keep total construction activity
expanding, will still be working in
1987, but not as well.
Last year, the best part of the
construction business to be in was
the building of single-family houses.
(The best place to do it was in
Southern California, which was the
locale of three of the nation's top
ten house-building cities.)
As contracting for commercial
building sagged, single-family
housing-the biggest of all the

$239,100
152

-2

a 20 oercent increase in volume.

Falling mortgage rates attracted
more than $14 billion of new
construction demand in 1986. With
such high volume, it was easy
enough to cover the $5 billion
decline of offices and apartments.
But in 198?, when office and
apartment building is expected to

skid another 18 percent, singlefamily-house building will be hardpressed to come through with
another gain the size of last year's.
Even with the support of lower
mortgage rates and strong
demographics, the 1987 potential
for single-family housing is more
like a gain of 5 to 10 percent than
last year's 20 percent.

Institutional building (schools,
health facilities, public-

Prepared March 1987 fu the Econornics
Department of the McGraw-Hill

Information Sgstems Compang,
George A. Christie, aice presid,ent
and chief economist

administration buildings) has been
one of the pleasant-surprise
markets of the 1980s. Driven by
demographics (school-age kids and
oldsters, mainly) and financed by
bonds (not much direct federal
funding anymore), institutional
building has emerged from a long
period of dormancy.
With rising births (an echo of the
1950s baby boom) and falling
interest rates both reinforcing the
educational-building market, total
institutional-construction contract
value has grown by more than 50
percent since the beginning of the

1980s-from just under $20 billion
to its current $30 billion annual
value. In 1987, when federal deficit
reduction (especially the
cancellation of revenue sharing)
indirectly adds stress to state and
local government finances,
temporary stability of contracting
rather than continued expansion is
the short-term outlook for this
category of building.
Prospects for environmental
construction (water resources,
waste-water-treatment facilities)
have brightened as a result of
recent Congressional action. One of
the first nriorities of the new
Congresi was to reintroduce the
Clean Water Act which had been
vetoed by the President between
sessions. Overwhelming
Congressional support for this
program assures a continuing flow
of federal construction grants from
the Environmental Protection
Agency for the next several years
while the transition is made to a
revolving-loan program.
Only a few months earlier, the
previous Congress enacted the first
major water-projects bill in ten
years, authorizing a tntal of. ?.62
new Corps of Engineers projects
with a combined value estimated at
$16 billion. The appropriation of
federal funds on a year-to-year
basis is on a collision course with
deficit-reduction targets, however.
There is bound to be considerable
resistance to federal funding of
public works by the Administration
(which would opt for "user fees"
and "local determination"), but the
new solidarity of the Congress
suggests that priorities concerning
public-works construction, at least,
have taken a subtle change for
the better.
Industrial construction merits
inclusion among the "safe" building
markets for 198? only on the
grounds that contracting isn't likely
to sink any lower than its already
depressed level. Recovery, which
depends on improving trade balance
to take up slack capacity, may be
two years away.
The "othet''group is as varied
as the reasons for this group's
projectcd modest decline
The components of a third group

of

building types-retail buildings,
hotels and motels, and

transportation construction-have

little in common except for the
prospect of a 1987 decline of modest
proporuons.
Retail building is closely linked to
the housing market. As is usually
the case, strength in residential
building, combined with general
economic expansion, induced a high
level of retail construction during
the mid-1980s. And now, as housing
starts recede in 1987 from their 1986
Continued on page !3
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Architectural education:
Drawing the line-graphics should
clearly communicate design
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BE Tom Porier and George Dombek

of each project. To initiate this
experiment, students were
blindfolded nrior to each of a
sequence

Many forests have been pulped in
the production of books that claim
to teach architectural students how
to draw. The vast majority of such
books preach, not a drawing method
that transmits any real visual
image, but a "drawing-board style,"
i.e., an artificial language of spatial
coding. Such books appear highiy
seductive to the unwitting student
because, in presenting an easily
imitated and superficial formula,
they short-circuit any profound
spatial experience, and give little
understandable communication to
outsiders.
The resulting pictorial stylism
describes a world perceived through
standardized eyes; a strange
drawing-board world in which an
often colorless, sometimes tinted
architecture is hatched and
scribbled against line and dot
backcloths-whose bleakness is

occasionally punctuated by
stereotype automobiles and massproduced trees, and peopled by odd,
balloon-shaped beings. ln adopting
such a stylized form of expression,
students can lose contact with
reality, and may later misrepresent
their design ideas to lay people; but,
most importantly, they run the risk
of impairing irreparably their own
perception and design progress.

Mystcry and secrets
factors seem to be
resnonsible for this sad state of

For instance, it is now known
that the ancient Greeks, and the
Egyptians before them, had little or
no use for any graphic overture to
design; and, later in history, only
scraps of information regarding a
medieval design process have
emerged from the secret societies,
who were known to have killed

before divulging their buildingoeslgn secrets.
Later still, after his invention of
perspective during the Renaissance,
a guarded Brunelleschi was heard
to reply to an inquisitive fellow
artist, "Never share your inventions

with many." Indeed, even our
knowledge of orthographics
emerged from the shadows of an
18th-century, French military topsecret file; the army, in recognizing
the potential power behind physicist
Gaspard Monge's development of
projection drawing, immediately
made it classified information.
Then came art for art's sake
The second factor behind the
current situation is the gradual
separation of "drawing" and

"experience," a distancing that was
triggered during the Renaissance,
when a hitherto multidiscinlinarv
"
designer-role eroded undei the
pressures of specialization, and
caused the later re-emergence of
new and discrete roles, such as

of "architect," "sculptor" and
"painter." However. the architect
has often been reluctant to
relinquish the "art" of making

T\,vo major

those

affairs, and both are rooted in the
evolution of the modern architect.
The first concerns the historical
background to the concept that the
built environment can be
preconceived by exclusively using
graphics. Evidence of such a
genealogy is threadbare and
surrounded with mystery.

pictures. Today, the 19th century
Ecole des Beaur Arts attitude to
architecture as drawing and, in
turn, architectural drawing as objet
d'art, again recycles with the
draftings of Graves, Krier, et al,
changing hands on an international

Tom Porter is Senior Lecturet trt
graphics and design at Orford

hnic's Department of
Archilecture in Englond, and is
cu,rrentlg uisiting Associate Professor at
Florida A & M Uniaersity in Tallahassee.
He is author of cr, number of books on
graphics and color.
George Dombek is Associate Professor
ofgraphics and design at Florida
A & M Uniuersitu School of Architecture
in TalLahassee. He is an orchitect and an
Po ly tec

esloblished painlpr, u'ith uork
represented in seaeral museums and
public collections.

art market. One can even buy
signed Arata Isozaki in

a

Bloomingdales!
Therefore, Taliahassee's School
of Architecture has develoned a
freshman course Lhat quesiions the
convenient, but case-hardened and
artificial, subdivision between
graphics and design.

ofdrawing and

construction assignments. Before
reaching for pen or pencil, they
were required to "lose" their sight
in favor of a preliminary
exploration of objects and their
environment, and to use the
sensations of touch, smell. and
hearing. Immediately, concepts of a
tactile awareness and a hantic
understanding of space were
established, with the subtle
awareness of bodily movement and
its kinesthetic appreciation. Once
sight was "restored," resultant
drawings appeared as informed and
invigorated perceptions. Inspired by
the teachings ofJohannes ltten, the
culmination of these unsighted
encounters used a massive, wallmounted "tactile dictionarv" thatin inviting physical contaciexplored the three-dimensional
scales of touch through roughness
and smoothness, pleasure and
"pain," together with those of
plasticity and temperature.
Then, an anthropometric study
saw the meticulous recording of
individual class members as fullscale outline figure drawingsagainst which an elevational scale
of related architectural dimensions
was introduced, such as the heights
of seats, worktops, knobs, and
switches. etc. However. the latter
were inserted after each had been
first located and "tested" by the
students while blindfolded. Apart
from sparking a keen debate bn the
relativity of body contact points in
the built environment, this project
also challenged the tradition of
making objective drawings at
"sight-size," i.e., at a scale in which
objects are perceived in the visual
field. In other words, by introducing
full-scale drawing exercises, we
avoided more distancing between
the experience and the experienced.
Ensuing environmental color
studies replaced the traditional
color circle by placing it within the
spatial dimensions of hue, value,
and chroma. To do this we asked
students to "draw" its variables in
space as an armature on which they
inserted found color chips (culled
from magazines) to realize a
physical version of the spatial world
of color. After flooding the "walkin"-sized model with colored light,
the inextricable link between color
and light (all too often separated by
design education) was established,
together with the fundamentals of
additive and subtractive color
mixtures.

Design requires all the senses

In order to avoid any predictable
cloning of a stereotyped
architectural student, we have
continuously emphasized the direct
experience of space in the concept

rdrerzssrcliln

UI U[e-EXtSf,ITIEbuilding nor establish a dissonant language all its own. Instead, the
combination of old and new seems
respectful, yet idiosvncratic enoush
to hold its own amid the visual
cqcgphonX of Trafalgar Square.
K. D. S.

Drawing for 3-D communication
Our first "architectural"
assignment continued our
introduction to graphics as a reflex
response to thinking "in the round."

This took the form of a treehouse
initially designed directly into the
space of a branch that simulated the
p-arent tree (one design is to be
adaoted for a tree site in a
Tallahassee nursery school,

followed by its postoccupancy
evaluation). In extending a tradition
of eyeballed design (that includes
much of the architecture of
antiquity, the construction of
Nelson's flagship H. M. S. Victory
and Herb Greene's "Prairie Chicken

House"), the importance of the
experience of design without the aid
of drawing is stressed. Studies
conducted at Oxford have found

that many architectural students
are preconditioned to a graphic
process of organizing space that
uses only the exclusive and familiar
elevational extrusion of plans. To
counter this, the tree house
represented a raw and graphically
uncontaminated design concept,
from which students were later
introduced to its orthographic and
perspective translation-and again,
these.were produeed as "full-size"
orawmgs.
When we have focused on
graphics, our input has
concentrated mainly on accuracy
and honesty. Also, the
communication Drowess of each
drawing, such as its ability to span
distance as well as hold up to close

scrutiny, has been thoroughly
reviewed. This approach
necessitates some understanding of
visual scanning patterns based on
the Eye Movement Recorder

research-with associated studies
of compositional balance, focal point
location, and the attendant
orchestration of degrees of optical
interest. In fact, in an age of highly
competitive graphics, this aspect of
our course is related more to
advertising research than to the
encouragement of either graphic
formulae or drawing as an art forrn.
The results of this experimental
year are most refreshing, and are to
be documented in a new book. We
believe that this approach is in good
company, because any review of
those whose talents transcend the
codified, drawing-board style-such
as Antonio Gaudi, Frank Lloyd
Wright, and Mies van der Rohediscloses that all had an early taste
of working materials directly into
the space of their ideas. Others,

such as Eero Saarinen and Louis
Kahn, also realized the strict

limitations of a graphic
renresentation. because-in the
faie of more complex ideas-they
supplemented drawing with a threedimensional expression. All of those
designers were also master
draftsmen, and are remembered
both for their architectural
contributions, and for their
personal, creative and, above all,
nonconformist graphic skills.
Architectural Record Mag 1987
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Design news continued

AIdo Rossi makes his American debut

Italian architect Aldo Rossi has long
held a place in the pantheon of
academe-his seminal, Th e

Architecture of Cities has been
brandished by a generation of
studio critics and students alike. In
this country Rossi is revered as
much for his drawings as for his
writings; his hauntingly evocative
collages-reminiscent of compatriot
De Chirico's paintings-combine
conceptual explorations of the
design problem at hand with
mediations on the built environment
at large. To date, Rossi's list of
completed projects is regrettably
minimal; his most famous are a
housing block in Milan, a cemetery
in Modena, and Il Teatro del Mondo
theater, now destroyed, which
floated down Venice's Grand Canal
for the 1980 Biennale.
Now Rossi will make his
American debut, in, of all places,
Florida, with the design of a new
architecture school for the
University of Miami (drawings
right). As of this month his Milanbased Studio di Architettura will
officially open a New York office to
supervise the project and, shortly, a
showroom for an Italian furniture
manufacturer at the International
Design Center in l,ong Island City.
(Thanks to the latter commission,
New York won't have to relinouish
its assumed eminence as the pbrt of
entry for architectural stars for
too long.)
Rossi's design for the University
is at once familiar and original.
Dubbed by Rossi "The Acropolis in
Miami," the school will consist of a
complex of buildings atop a plinth,
which will house an underground
parking garage. 0n this base will be
an auditorium in the form of a
rotunda and five barrel-vaulted
pavilions containing offices.
(Classrooms will remain in the
campus's existing buildings.) A
library, located at the opposite end
of a palm-lined avenue, will face the
entrance to the rotunda. Situated on
a lake-for Rossi the camnus's
most memorable element-the
miniature medieval castle currr
library appears to be Il Teatro del
Mondo reincarnate. Rossi's
quotation from his own oeuvre
reveals his obsesssion with
linkages: from past to present and
at long last, from Europe to
America. K. D. S.
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Bradley helpr cut vandalism repairbills and
rciduc6s operating costs et'eryday.
Some people call the high cost of
repair for washroom vandalism
shocking. Bradley calls it unnecessarv.

Our oroducts reduce the

need to adi huge sums to school
budgets for maintenance, repairs,
and replacement.
Bradley Washfountains police
themselves in any situation. Our new

Ti'i-Fount'" Washfountain, for
example, resists vandalism through
concealed spray formers, recessed
push buttons, and a rugged access

panel while meeting barrieriree codes. It also sa'ueJ *ater and
energy, and, like ali Bradley
Washfountains, can be used in
corridor or alcove installations for

maximum teacher supervision.
In areas more difficult to
suDervise, such as shower rooms,

Bridlev nroducts defend themselves
with severe-service showerheads,
tamper-resistant fasteners, and low-

Bdlw@

profile controls. And they cut operatins costs with built-in flow controls.
Talk to your Bradley rep about
these and other vandal-resistant
products for school washrooms.
You'll discover just how big a
difference we can make in curbing

vandalism and cutting operating
costs. Contact your Bradley

reDresentative todav or write:
Bridley Corporation, 9101 Fountain
Blvd., Menomonee Falls, WI 53051.
r 4r4 25r-6000.

We get the job done better.
Circle 56 on inquiry card
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Design news continued

NEOCON 19
will examine
"The Challenge
of the New"

NEOCON 19, the annual
furnishings market and
complementary design symposium
held in Chicago's Merchandise
Mart, is scheduled for June 9-12.
This.year's lecture, workshop, and
semlnar program ls organlzed
around the title "The Challense of
the New" and features a diveise
group of prominent speakers,
including Massimo Scolari of
Venice, Hans Hollein of Vienna,
Charles Vandenhove of Brussels,
Denise Scott Brown of Philadelphia.
Robert A. M. Stern of New York,
Leon Krier of london, and Tobia
Scarpa of Milan. For a complete
schedule of NEOCON events,
contact the Communications
Department of the Merchandise
Mart (3I2 / 571 -4141). The New
Products section of REcoRD's

August issue will feature a
sampling of the contract furniture
introduced during NEOCON 19.

In Memoriam

Like so mang others in the world
ofarchitecture and design, I wos

some and losing

some-

Department of Architeciure and

accumulated memories of long
fruitful years.
From the beginning, when Philip
Johnson brought you into the
department at the Museum of
Modern Art, you had carried within
yourself a direct vision of what it
was you knew, felt, and were
committed to carry out. Still, you
were always patient and respectful
of my point of view. Sometimes you
were tolerant, sometimes
determined. But our
accomplishments together were the
results of our abilities to share

Design). She became Drerler's

eoncepts, ideas, and focus.

saddened bg the death

ofArthur

Dreiler. Soon after he died,
asked his longtime

I

friend and

colleague, Mildred Constantine, to
write about him for nncom.
Constantine, who serued New
York Citg's Museum of Modern

Art in uarious architecture and
design curatorial and consulting

cagtacitiesfrom 1948 to 1972, began
to work with Drexler in 1950, when
he was chosen as

curator by Philip

Johnson fthen director of the

curator after he replaced
Ren6 D'Harnoncourt asked. earlv
Johnson os director in 1956.
in your career at MOMA, whether i
Constantine's eulogg is entitled
thought you were a genius or just
"Letter to a Dead Friend. "M. F. S. very, very talented. After all, I was
associate

Dear Arthur:

It was so good to talk to you after
Christmas when I recalled to vou
my enjoyment of the recording of
the great songs of Victoria de los
Angeles, a gift from you so many
years ago. And as I said au revoir,
and you wished me a happy New
Year, I murmured something
unintelligible. After all, I knew and
you knew what was to come. You
were so ill. I sat there and began to
recall the many years we spent

together working, talking,
agreeing, arguing, each winning

somewhat older than you; I had
been in the Department before you
came and knew what vou had
inheribed. Since workiirg with you
on your very first, modest, concise
and beautiful Corbu exhibition, I
was aware of your diverse talents,
even of your genius in some areas. I
told Ren6 that we had to watch the
wunderkind develop, to see whether
those qualities, talent and genius,
were separate or combined in a
slngle person.
As you pulled the Department of
Architecture and Design together I
was reminded of a conductor of a
great string quartet who also

played flrst violin. Greta Daniel,
Wilder Green, and myself were the
players in your quartet. During the
'50s and'60s we did our great work.
When the cast of characters
changed in our department, you
extended yourself to accommodate
those changes in both personalities
and talents. But your focus
remained steady and clear-y-ou
were unswerving in your confidence
that the creativity in our field could
be developed.

architecture, design. And
sometimes when we got bogged
down on a project, off we went to
see some exhibition, totally outside
our immediate oroblem. but
relevant to the world of arb. Then
you were part teacher, part critic.
You opened me to artists whom I
misht never have consideredFragonard, for example.
You so admired the writing of

Alfred Barr because of its claritv.
You stressed the faet that each

consensus.
I observed for two decades as you
pored over drawings of
installations. Ever hopeful, you also
endlessly drew schemes for

word in his writing was made to
count. He allowed no superfluity, no
excess, no fat. That is what you
strived for in all your writing,
drilling into each of us working with
you that no fat would be permitted.
After I left MOMA at the end of
1971, I followed the evolution at the
Museum and especially in "our"
department. I admired your tenacity
and courage to do the unexpected
and unfashionable: the Beaux-Arts
exhibition, the great Mies
exhibition, in the face of opposition
of all kinds. But you won out-over
some dead bodies. Your focus. vour
tenacity, and your spirit is youi
legacy to the Museum, and to those
of us, now on the outside, looking
on with an insider's affection and

buildings which were never built.

memories.

For sure, there were setbacks,
disappointments, and criticism, but
these only served to sharpen and
clarify the meaning of our work, the
firm basis unon which we were

to Dulld.
You had an unerring eye. But,
still, how we "batted each other
around" when examining works

for acquisition or
exhibition. "Over my dead body"
you would exclaim-but afterward
the body remained. It was your
flexibility, your willingness to see
and to understand that brought
proposed

These shelved dreams were perhaps

your greatest frustration.

As always,

What did we talk about? Music,

literature, history, society,

Connie
Architectural Record Mag 1987
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hu can qoto extremes
to stop lealryseams.

0r you cim turn IoTYRIN.
O 1987 The Dow Chemical ComPanY

78
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You could avoid leaky seams
by specifying a single-ply roof with r

seams. But unless your building is i
one-car garage,you'd need an arm\
men and equipmentto installthe sin
giant sheet.
Far better- and smarter- I
turn to single-ply roofing membrant
systems based onTYR|N" Elastomr
You go from the extreme to tl

Books

Court and Garden: Fmm the
French Hotel to the City of
Modern Architccture, by Michael
Dennis. Cambridge: The MIT Press,
1986, $40.

Reuiewed bg

Barry Bergdoll

Like its parent, Colin Rowe's
Collage CitE, Michael Dennis's
"French hotel book" enjoyed an
underground life long before its
eagerly awaited publication,
cireulated among architectural
students as a coveted set of
photocopied

plans-a sort of

manual of design strategies.
Dennis's study of the French hotel
extracts one of the most intriguing
and least-studied pieces of Rowe's
collage-the Parisian town house
plan-and posits it as microcosmic
laboratory to test ideas about the
development of post-Renaissance
architecture and urban space and
their relevance for contemporary
design problems.
The overriding lhesis of Court
and Garden: From the French
Hotel to the Citg of Modern
Architecture is simple and
compelling. The transformation of
this single urban fragment from the
complex plan of a Hdtel Beauvaisby now a Postmodernist icon for its
deft manipulation of fragmented
and local symmetries and pliant
poch| to make regular spaces
within a complex urban tissue-to
the clarity of profile and plan of a
freestanding neoclassical pavilion in
a park encapsulates, for Dennis, the
fundamental shift in the modern
conception of the city. The
aristocratic hotel's gradual gestalt
shift from ground to figure charts
the role reversal of the public and
private realms in the creation of the
urban environment and sets the
stage for the formless and
alienating voids of post-war
American urban space. Inspired by
Rowe's famous juxtaposition of the
Baroque Nolli plan of Rome (1?48)
with Le Corbusier's polemical
Voisin plan for Paris-(1925), Dennis
bemoans the emergence of "the
tyranny of the private realm" in our
cities. Shifting between the bird'seye view of Paris in the perspectival
Turgot plan (1?34-9) to an aerial
photograph of "downtown"
Houston (1986), he laments that
"the city of platonic voids was to be
replaced by the city of platonic
solids, the city which contained
parks was to become the city in
the Park."
Despite Dennis's fluency with the
literature on French domestic
architecture- in particular the
great 18th- and 19th-century plate
books of which his own volume has

already proven a descendant-his
account tells us more about our own
architectural concerns than it does
about those of the fashionable
designers of the ancien rAgime.
The analysis is largely formal and
imagines a community of interest
between the practitioners of the
past and present. Although aware
of the French tradition of planning
functionally specifi c domestic
spaces (as a reflection of an
evolving social and class ritual),
Dennis's analyses rarely
acknowledge the complexity of
social patterns and relations that
are encoded in those plans. These
can be read, of course, only with
very different tools: a painstaking
recreation of the everyday life of a
long-lost world and scrupulous
attention to the changing meanings
of words from those used to
describe individual household
functions to the more general terms

"private" and "public," which also
have a history. Any historian of
French architecture is bound to be
irritat€d by the adherence to a
relatively useless division of time
into Baroque, Rococo, and
Neoclassical as well as an insistence
that the hotel represents a critique
of the public architecture of its own
period (although, in fact, it was
often produced by the very same
architects). The designer's overview
of the plan erases easily all class
and social restrictions, rendering it
an abstract printed pattern in which
no doors remain closed and all
courtyards and gardens are
accessible.

Even the neatly delineated
historical scheme that traces the
birth of Le Corbusier's cartesian
cruciform to\ryers to the neoclassical
pavilion-type hotel skirts the issue
of the 19th-century social and urban
systems that shaped Faris as a

model city of public life. Dennis

acknowledges the reflection of the
planning techniques he so adeptly
reads in the hotel as having a
continuity in Haussmann's
apartment-block fabric of Second
Empire Faris, but he is content to
skim over them since the
Neoclassical pavilion in the garden
seems to him to have alreadv
predicated the world of privite
objects that will become the
Modernist "object<ity. " (Ire
Corbusier's towers were, it should
be pointed out, hardly private
objects in the same sense as the
aristocratic jewels in the gardens of
Versailles or the faubourgs of
Paris, although Corb's admiration
for them is clear in his diagrams of
their trac4s regulateurs in
Toward a New Architecture.\
But such objections or
qualifications are ultimately
Continued on page 87

Barry Bergdoll teaches architectural
history at Columbia Uniaerxity and is a
frequent contributor to REcoRD,
Architectural Record May 1987 8l
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Study 640: Commercial interiors-Showroonls Architectural Record May 1987

To marketwe go
A few years back, when "designer showrooms" were young, there was a tendency on
the part of some clients to overindulge their hired esthetic guns. The result was that,
although specifiers raced to the high-profile showrooms in droves, many walked
away muttering the damning words: "It's beautiful, but what are they selling?"
Manufacturers took note. Nowadays, not surprisingly, contract industry leaders
appear to have re-established their priorities. "We hope to strike a balance between
showroom design and product demonstration," reports Davis A. Chiodo, vice
president of design and development for Cleveland-based SunarHauserman, a
company more intimately acquainted with the subject, perhaps, than any other.
Though the roster of design talent assembled for the cause is no less impressive
today than it was in the late '70s and early '80s-both Aldo Rossi and Mario Botta will
make their American debut with contract-furniture showrooms this fall-even "star"
architects are being asked not to lose sight of the program, which, bluntly stated, is
selling furniture, fabrics, and office systems.
Call it the new conservatism, common sense, or Marketing 101, but the
contemporary state of showroom design suggests that the over-zealous salad days
when manufacturers appeared almost intimidated by their showroom designers are
decidedly past. And not a moment too soon. Considering the staggering number of
"to the trade" design centers now cropping up throughout the country, the question
of appropriate contract-furniture accommodation is more pertinent than ever. In New
York, for example, Gwathmey Siegel & Associates'recently completed International
Design Center (IDCNY) contains two million square feet of showroom space
(RncoRo, June 1986, page 144), and in Los Angeles, Cesar Pelli's expansion plans for
the great "blue whale" will, when completed, bring the Pacific Design Center's
square footage total to an impressive 1.6 million square feet of space. For the
architects and designers who will be tapped to fill these and other trade-center
behemoths, a two-dimensional walk through the three showrooms included in this
portfolio might be well advised. For, while each of the design teams responsible for
Gullans International's showroom in Long Island City, Herman Miller's showroom in
Dallas, and SunarHauserman's San Francisco showroom, approached the respective
commissions with its own esthetic agenda, none lost sight of his client's
desideratum-persuading specifiers, as they say in the trade, to "drop paper. "
Charles K. Gandee

o

Gullatx International Showroom bg Joseph Paul D'Urso
with Bentleg LaRosa Salasky, Design
Architectural

Record, MaE

1987
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Gullans International/IDcNY
Inng Island City, New York
Joseph Faul D'Urso with
Bentley LaRosa Salasky, Design

A leg up

@Paul Warchol photos

After cutting her teeth at Knoll and ICF, Joan Gullans decided to go

it

alone two years ago and approached the owners of the Padua-based
manufacturer Bieffeplast, who granted her exclusive U. S. distribution
rights to its furniture, accessory, and lighting designs. Uptown
Manhattan rents being what they were (and still are), the then 2&year
old independent set up shop in a sublet corner of a decidedly downlnwn
loft, and business, if not booming, was at least brisk. But the savlry
streak in the young entrepreneur told her that while the residential
trade she was getting was fine, the contract trade she was not getting
was finer. In Gullans's estimation, Biefieplast's a,u courant product
line was not realizing its mass-market potential, i.e., mega contract
consumers weren't exactly racing to her out-of-theway loft. Gullans
needed, as young businesses do, visibility. For that she looked to the
International Design Center flDCNY), and to Joseph hul D'Urso.
Though the designer's time was already committed to super-client
Esprit, he accepted the modest, $150,000 commission (Could it have
been because Bieffeplast manufactures D'Urso's "Cono" table series?)
providing Gullans was amenable to a eollaboration between himself and
architect Salvatore LaRosa. She was. From the outset, client, designer,
and architect agreed that the 2,40Gsquare-foot showroom should
exploit, not mask, the gutsy, industrial character of the IDCNY; so
rather than deny the container, i.e., drop a new ceiling, carpet the floor,
and reclad the walls, D'Urso and LaRosa elected to accept the concrete
slabs and columns as given. (Well, almost as given: the columns were
sandblasted, and the floor was filled, ground, and waxed.) Since the
room was essentially a box (save for an existing fire-stair enclosure
along the window wall), the design duo sought to introduce some
tension into the static, if highly textured, space. The diagonal lighting
tracks do precisely that (opposite). The interstitial area between the
new, "implied" lGfoot ceiling plane and the l2-foot ceiling slab was, in
the designers'hands, a 3-D canvas on which to draw a sprightly medley
of conduits, ducts, and fire-engine-red sprinkler pipes. (Because enough
is finally enough, some ductwork was enclosed in a soffit.) Beneath this
kinetic, KandinskyJike heaven, D'Urso and LaRosa inserted powerful,
sculptural forms: a massive rectilinear enclosure for receptionist and
staff, and a great, sweeping curve beyond for the owner (above left).
Since Gullans was not interested in giving away the store, visually
speaking, D'Urso and LaRosa created a display window along the
public corridor (below left). The cantilevered shelf and the incised
doorway through which only furniture may pass offer visual
enticements to lure specifiers in. "Sometimes," explains laRosa,
"an ankle is sexier than a leg." C. K. G.
Gu I lans Internationa l/ I D CNY
Long Island City, New York

(hrnen
Joan Gullarw
Designerr:
Joseph Paul D'Urso ulith Bentley
LaR osa Sa las ky, Desig n-S alaatore
LaR osa, partner-in-c harg e ; Adant

Rolston, assistant
Engineen
Syska & Hennessg (mechanical/

electrical/haa,c)
Congultant

Datid Bradescu (stylist)
Contractors:

LS Constraction; Wainland's
(custom metalwork)
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Inne Star

Herman Miller Showroom
Dallas, Texas

Taft Architects

@fu,u|Warcholphatu

Thoug h one uncharitab le
architecture+um-social critic

Over the last few years, when the need has'arisen for a new, company
facility, tlte corporate powers-that-be at Herman Miller have shown a

wo-s

moaeil to dismiss the Crescent es "an
armaturefilled with totems of
an I g ar g en ti li ty " (tEcoRD,
Septzmber 1986, page 80), Herman
Millen Inc., oUuiouslgfeels quite

dffi rentlg

ab ou t the mis ed-us e
complw designcd bg John Burgee
Arc hit ect atith Phi lip J o hn son
(ab oo e). The Mic hig an-based
manufonterer leused 1Q000 square
feet on the l|thfloor ofone ofthe
Crescent's threg ofice towersfor its
new Dallas shounoom (opposite).
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marked preference for commissioning "local talent"-providing, of
course, t}tat "local talent''possesses a national reputation. In Chicago,
for example, Margaret McCurry (of Tigerman Fugman Mc0urry) was
tapped for a showroom in the Merchandise Mart; in California, Frank
Gehry was the arthitect of choice for a manufacturing plant; and, most
recently, in New York, Gwathmey Siegel & Associates received the ge
ahead for a showroom in the International Design Center (IDCN$. It
was, perhaps, inevitable then that the Michigan-based manufacturer
would put in a call to John Casbarian, Danny Samuels, and Robert
Timme-the threepart harmony that is Taft Architects-to design its
new shownoom in Dallas. After all, in Texas, the Houston'based firm
has stolen the spotlight with its palatable brand of Postmodernism.
What was not inevitable was Herman Miller's decision to leave the
competition in the Dallas World Ttade Center, and go it alone in the
Crescent, an unabashedly upscale mixed-use complex known locally as
the "croissant" (eft). But the company that gave us Charles Eames and
the Action Ofi.ce,the Equachab andthe Ethospaca system, does not
suffer from name recognition; consequently, the much'touted synergy
of a design center could be weighed against alternative benefits-such
as exelusivity and adjunct services, which is where the Crescent came
in. "Prestige address" and "plenty of parking" notwithstanding,
however, the space was less than ideal. As the mansard roofline
suggests, the interior walls slope and curve; the building's scalloped
corners made a difficult situation more so. Taff,s job, bluntly stated,
was to fit the square peg of Herman Miller's orthogonal office systems
into the roundrsD hole of the Crescent. The problem of the conflicting
geometries was solved, according to the architects, with a l2Gfoot-long
circulation spine that repeats, on the core side, the slope and curve of
the perimeter walls, and introduces, along the showroom side, the new
orthogonal grid with a straight line (plan page 113). The oak-and'marble
corridor greets visitors at the elevator core, and guides them past a
receptionist into the orientation area, where-when a pair of rolling
doors roll down-they are inhoduced to the Herman Miller philosophy
and pmduct line with the company's lavish audiovisual presentations
(opposite). When tle doors roll up, it's back on the runway for a tour of
the real thing. Though the productdisplay areas-ZiDospacetnthe
left, Action Ofice and Burdiclc systnmto the right (page 114-115fare
not as rich in color, detail, or material as the general reception area,
Taft's workmanlike approach ensures that Herman Miller's line looks,
as they say in Texas, "mighty fine." C. K. G.
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The problem of
sense out ofthe

makingfunctional
quirky floor plan
architects John Burgee and Philip
Johnson plottedfor the Crescent
(aboae) wos enacerbatedfor Tafi,
Architects by Herrnan Millerb
multifaceted prograrn. The Zeeland,
Mic hig an-bas ed manufacturer asked
for showroom space to display its

wide range offurniture and systems
for ofice, health+are, laboratory,
and industrial enuironments, but it

also requested workspacefor both
regional and zone oficeworkers, the
whole of which should be a
p aradig ma tic p r o du c t-i rw ta I lation

display. The /lhyard-long circulation
spine Tafi, inserted into the 1400G
square-foot space solues the problern
quite neatly (section aboae). It acts as
a corridor/or getting to andfro, but"
no less importantlg, as a ltnurious
porchfor looking out oaer the

cornpanyb wares (top).
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Since fu I l- and p artial-heig ht
fundam e nta I to
Herman Miller, the company was

p ar ti tio ns are

concerned that its showroom not
look like a Skinner Boc. To ofset the
p o tenti a I efe c t, TafI si tuate d fu I I height ffices to the conters and
partial-height workstations to the
center (top). The gypboard ceiling
gril, dlows for furiblp Whriw,

reinforces the orthogonal lagout of
the systenw, and opens up what
might haae been an oppressiue
ceiling plane. Natural light is
controlled fu shutters (opposite);
the uindow seats are rnore pleasant
than ergonomic.

Engineer:
B L& P (mec hanical/e lec

trical/

plumbing)
Consultantg:

Herman Miller Fadlities
Management Group-Doug

Zimmennan (d.irector),

Jo

hn Stitsers

Architcctr:

General contnc'0on

Taft Architects-Io hn J. Casbarian,

Partners Cotatruction. Inc.
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Danng Samuels, EobertH. Timme,
partners; Larry A. Dailey,
managing arc hitect; Suzanne
Labarthe, project architect; Mark
Volpendesta, Robert Bruclcner, Steue
Hecht, Eric Morris, support

HermanMiller, Inc,

HermanMiller Showroom
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(regionalmanager), Bede Van Dyke
(project d.esigner), Sue Lepo
(technical coordinator); Peter
B arna-Lig ht and Space (lig htiW);
Carol Naughton & Associates
(graphics); Herman Miller, Inc.,
Corporatc C ommunicatiow
Department, and Ralph Nelson
Associates (audio-uisual)

Dallos, Tenas
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In the great tradition

"When we talk about our interest in design, it's more than just talk,"
reports Davis A. Chiodo, SunarHauserman's vice president of design
and development. And it's true. The Cleveland-based manufaeturer of
contract furniture, fabrics, ofrce systems, and demountable partitions
has, over the years, shown its support of the architecture and design
eommunity-and in the process, naturally, writ its name large in that
same community's consciousness-by commissioning no lesser
luminaries than Michael Graves, Lella and Massimo Vignelli, Arata
Isozaki, Frank Gehry, and, next year, Ettore Sottsass, to design
SunarHauserman's showrooms. Though Mark Mack's late entry in this
all-star portfolio is more modest than many of the earlier ones, the
relatively cautious tack the company charted for itself in San Francisco
was well-advised. The City by the Bay is trying to build a design center;
if it succeeds, SunarHauserman executives will undoubtedly give
careful consideration to the alteraative.
Although it is something of an honor among the architectural
vanguard to receive a call from Cleveland, Mack was less than delirious
after being apprised of the budget, the pmgram, and the range of
products to be displayed. Also less than inspiring was the space the
young architect was presented with: a 4,400'square.foot ground-floor
slot adjacent to the lobby in a spec office building t}tat arguably makes
up in location what it sorely lacks in architectural distinction. After
persuading his client that they couldn't have it all (the sales offices had
to move to anotler site), Mack was still left with precious little room for
maneuvering. He sought one powerful, decisive gesture that would not
only organize the space but also give it character, and he found it. Call
it a "pergola," as Mack does, or call it a runway, as many do, but
whatever, the richly mottled concrrcte carpet the architect laid
diagonally through the space is more than serviceable. Visitors step
onto the circulation spine at the front door and are greeted by a
receptionist (below); they then can proceed directly to the conference
room, manager's office, or a mock-up installation area (for the
company's wall system), all situated behind a massive, canted wall
lining the corridor on the right. On the other side of the spine, through
the spindly columns Mack designed to visually support the cormgated
metal canopy overhead, visitors look out to SunarHauserman's wares
situated in the decidedly open-plan showroom area, which
accommodates a fabric pavilion as well as select furniture pieces and
openoffice-system displays. Terminating the axis (opposite), and
reinforcing SunarHauserman's commitment to design, is Arata
Isozaki's homage to Marilyn Monroe, a chair allegedly modeled after
tle sex goddess's famous curves. C. K. G.
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SunarHauserman Showroom
San Francisco, California
MACK, Architect

B isecting the 4,h0hsquare-foot space
SunarHauserman leased for its San

Francisco showroom with a clean,
diagonal swath was architect Mark
Mack's answer to the problem posed
by the unruly room he was handed
just of the lobby of a red brick, midrise ffice building (plan top). The
diuisiae ods separates the showroom
areafrom the more priaate zone
(conference room, priuate ffice,
mock-up area, and, beyond, kitchen
and haofory), as well os lcad;ing
specif.ers to their specific
destination, rather than risking the
possibility of losing them in a maze
of ofice systems. Mackb loue of

"real" materials and "honest"
construction rnethods is reoealed
rnost clearly in the circulation
corridor (opposite): the f.oor is
custom+olored concrete, scored uith
lay-in metal strips; the canopy is
corntgated and, perforated metal
urith integrated track lighting; the
canted, wall is integral color plaster
ooer gypboard.; and the toothpickthin columns are wood with
sand,blasted and lacquered steel

fi,ttings. Though Mack likes to think
ofthe herringbone pattern he
applied to the doors leading to the
conference room (right) and the
managerb ofice as "medieaal," the
g e llow-andgreen woodwork rather
seems to recall, not the Middle Ages,
but a period closer to our own-the
supergraphic'60s, perhaps ?
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Despite its massioe concrete columns

and erposed steel supports,

the

fabric

pauilion Mack dedgned as a
functional 'folly" sitting out in the

e I d of S u na r H aus e rtna n's
showroom is a d.eWhtfulla lighthearted construction (opposite and
bottom). Swatches are hidden behind
pull-down panels that double as

f.

trays, and the canuas canopy
ouerhead states the sales stafs cause
mo st efe c tiaely. E kew here
throughout the showroom area,
Mack kept his architectural moues to
aminimurn OnlE the ceiling has
been manipulated. The erposed
metalframe oaer the open-ffice
system display (right) is missing, os
a glimpse conf.rtns, its panels:

"l'm uncomfortable with lay-in
ceiling tiles," confesses Mack, who
also liked the theatrical air the open
ceiling protided.. SunarHauserman
d.idn't push it.

Sunar H ause rman S howr o om
S an

Francis co,
Ownen

C a lifonr.ia

SunarHauserman, Inc.
Architect
M AC K-M ark M ac k, princip al-incharge; Shaun Weston, project
architect; Russell Thomsen, Joe
Decredico, Wooi- C heng C hoo ng,
design team
Engineers:
SJ Engineers-Kreyne Sato,

Joson (mec hanica

Farrow

Ass o cia

l) ;

Toft,

Neil

ffi
Wo lf

Wo

tes-Larry

klectrical)
Consultant:
Pro M edia-Joe I S ain

t- C y

r

(audiovbual)
General contractor

Ryan Associates-Paul Rgan,

partner-in-c harg e ; S co tt

R og er,

foreman
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Broodmare barn and turnout ring

Equine expectations

Catoctin Stud
Waterford, Virginia
Perry, Dean, Rogers & Partners,
Architects

0

Royalty enceinte, with succession to a crown at stake, could scarcely be
more assiduously attended than those queens of the sport of kings, the
broodmares from whose fecundity flow both gold and glory. In the
Houyhnhnrnic realm of racing, it is unexceptional that as an aside to
their comrnission for the principal residence on a prominent breeder's
750-acre estate in the gently rolling hills of Virginia's "horse country,"
architects Perry, Dean, Rogers & Partners were also asked to design
expanded living quarters for the farm's champion band of broodmares.
Like all successful domestic architecture, the equine additions-an
exercise ring and 16-stall stable joined by covered passage to a lookalike existing barn-derive from the requisites of their inhabitants.
Hands above the common herd, these grand dams are former stars of
the turf, gracefully retired from illustrious racing careers to take up
the uc' less estimable second career of passing their talents on to their
offspring. Bred each year between January and early July, the
broodmare spends the next eleven months relaxing and eating proteinfortified grain while awaiting the birth of her foal, a benign but bland
existence brightened by daily periods of "turn out" to spacious nearby
paddocks for exercise and grazing. In an area subject to frequent
free;:ing rains that can make the paddock grass dangerously slippery,
the new tunrout ring offers a welcome winter alternative, although its
pnrrrar) purpose is to provide a protective setting where new mothers
and their wobbly babies can be safely exercised for the first few days
altr, brrth whrle the foal finds its legs and its balance.
l'or Perry, Dean, Rogers, work on the barns, with their minimal
mechanical requirements and simple, clearcut functions, was a
refreshing breather from the complexities of design for the twoleggcd-"a clean exercise," says project architect David Storeygard, in
expressing and accommodating the intertwined routines of the
broodmares and their human attendants. Housing for horsesespecially horses as valuable and vulnerable as these-is not without its
technical arcana, but the designers finessed much of it by accepting as
prototype the existing barn, which they essentially replicated in the
lew stable, at the same time sprucing up the original and introducing to
both such niceties as crossed-batten trim on the stall doors.
In the turnout ring on which the buildings converge, however, the
workmanlike stables turn playful. Its l2-sided fieldstone base, batten
pattelrr pierced to window tracery, and perky, lantern-topped conical

iool

so irresistibly evoke a carousel that one hears the calliope's wheeze
and sees the marionette prancing of whirling mechanized steeds. Can a
structure whose crowning weather vane depicts a stork bearing a
diairt'rlul if gangling foal be altogether serious? M. F. G.
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The handsonte eilsting barn (le.ft irt
plan), designed in 1975 bg Johnson.
Crarcn + Gibson of Charlottesrille,

becarne u'ith feu changes the ntodel
for the neu' stable paired u,ith

it-a

simpIe, nea r-geneic struct u re ttith
a metal-roo.lbd timber truss
erpanded at each end t.o large
dctnners opening to the hayloft and
supported on erterior colunns that

form

a cot;ered

nou ertended

pei

to

meter passage,

joi n the tu:o barns

and the t.u.rnout ring. Because the
origi nal prorided such special spaces

asfoaling stalls, ffices (one in the
fomter silo), artd utility rooms, the
neu' ba rn is u'hol.l!/ git,en ot'er to
sta I ls d esi g n ed t o accon nt odat e-o r
bal k-e qu i n e KCen tici t i e s.
Efi.cien t, draft -free rcn ti latiott, Jbr

e.ram.ple, is esserttial but must be
achiered u'ith u'indou's aborc the

mare's eye lercl Lest sh.e be injurtd in
an cLtlempt to lurn hersel.f out to on

aLLuring morsel of pasture.
rses are
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which itself refemed to the oldest
outbuildings on the estate. Though
clad in the same metal roof,ng, the

simple trass becomes a spider web of
lue- lam memb ers do tted with
skylights andfloated on the crisscross tracery ofthe band ofglazing.
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Broodmare barn and turnout ring
Catoctin Stud
Waterford, Virginia

B oston B uilding C onsu ltants
(structura l) ; B R + A (e lec trica l)

Owrren

General contracton

Bertram R. Firestone

Catoctin Stud

Engineers:

Architects:
Perry, Dean, Rogers & PartnersCharles Bogers, principal-in-charge;
Dauid Storeggard, project architect
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Hearymetal

It is tempting to view the brilliantly painted steel elements illustrated
above and conclude that their creators must be a group of detailobsessed architects who never quite made the philosophical leap from
the fantasy of childhood erector sets to the exigencies of real-world
building. Except for the part about obsession with details, nothing
could be further from the truth. For if there is a single overriding
quality that distinguishes the recent work of IKOY Architects, it is a
seriousness of putpose that one might easily overlook as the camera
zooms in on a red, wide-flange steel column whose welded capital
merges easily with web beam stiffeners (left, this page), or a
Brobdignagian pair of chrome-yellow return air ducts (right, facing
page) that IKOY's partner-in<harge of design Ron Keenberg dubs
"honkers." While virtuosic, even tongue-in-cheek detailing contributes
mightily tp IKOY's machine-tooled esthetic, the real message coming
out of the Canadian firm's Winnipeg and Regina offices is that, owing
to today's scarcity of skilled craftspeople and the tight budgets of most
building projects, architects must learn how to design using standard
industrial parts, manufactured in existing plants with little or no
modification and assembled on site by unskilled or semi-skilled laborers.
This "action of building," as Keenberg calls it, is governed by an
attitude that equates architecture with the unabashedly visible manner
126
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in which a project's structural, mechanical, and electrical parts are
assembled. The finished product is less a case of pure form following a
single function than a compendium of individual, frequently
idiosyncratic forms following the panoply of functions that make any

contemporary work of architecture tick.
Founded in 1968, IKOY spent much of its first decade designing
pleasant but relatively conventional high-rise commercial and
residential buildings in Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Although tlese
projects hinted at what would become the firm's current esthetic, the
real turning point came in 1975 when, during a study trip to
Scandinavia, Keenberg visited a technical college in the Swedish town
of Linkdping, designed by Bengt Hidemark. Of the school's
straightforward, industrial-style interior, Keenberg recalls that "for
the first time I could understand the entire building-its plan,
structure, skin, mechanical and electrical layouts, and fitments-just by
walking into it. In most buildings, everything real was usually hidden;
here, everything real was making the building." Keenberg returned to
Canada to articulate what he had seen in Linktiping and, with its first
built post-Scandinavian work-the firm's own two-story offices in
Winnipeg (REcoRD, April 1983, pages 14&149FIKOY's mature style
sprang forth in all its full-grown transparency.

Three buildings by

IKOY Architects

The completion of IKOY's offices in 19?8 came at a time when
skyrocketing interest rates were beginning to eliminate most of the
commercial and residential commissions that had sustained the firm
during the '70s. Over the past seven years, IKOY has turned to smallerscale institutional projects, and the three structures reviewed on the
following pages, all completed within the last two years, exemplify how
easily the firm has adapted its machine-age art to three distinct building
types, producing an engaging portfolio of work through the inventive
manipulation of the hied and hue. The architects have discovered that
there is no need to reinvent the wheel when, for example, the metal
staircase designed for a provincial office building in northern Manitoba
will work just as well-and look just as good-at the University of
Manitoba's new Wallace Building (right, facing page). Likewise, if the
method of joining steel pipes that IKOY specified for the wind
stabilizers at its own office building seemed both structurally sound
and visually pleasing, why not use that technology to create Wallace's
ornamental entrance canopy (lefl this page)?
It is this interchangeability of parts, together with a reliance on offthe-shelf componentry, that separates IKOY's work from that of, say,
Richard Rogers or Helmut Jahn, both of whom use high-end budgets
and customdesigned elements to create what Keenberg likes to eall

"buildings for the Medici." Moreover, if Rogers and Jahn work in an
idiom whose technical high-jinks appear computer-driven and futuristic,
the Canadian firm's architecture, born of the heavy-metal foundry and
welder's shop, is a relatively "low-tech" embodiment of this, or an even
earlier, time. When Keenberg speaks of how the architect's role is that
of an industrial-age craftsman designing buildings for the people, he
evokes the principles that Walter Gropius voiced at the Bauhaus nearly
a century ago. The difference between the Bauhaus and IKOY, says
Keenberg, is that the former advocated a machine.based arehitecture at
a time when the manufacturing process was still relatively
unsophisticated. European architeets consequently had to "image" an
industrial look with handcrafted designs, and by the time
manufacturing caught up with style later in the century, Modernism
had become, especially in North America, a mode of architecture
symbolic less of the people than of eorporate patronage. IKOY, by
contrast, has taken advantage of the vast arsenal of mass-produced
products cumently available to create a eost-effective, strongly didactic
body of architecture. "Our work has a great deal to do with visual
comprehension," concludes Keenberg. "We don't want to hide
structure; we want people to know why a building stands. Out of that
knowledge comes a sense of eomfort and delight." Paul M. Sachner
Arehitectural Record Mau 1987
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Passage through history

The l9th-century territorial struggle between the Indians and
European-born settlers was played out with as much intensity in
Canada as in the United States. In 1885, near the Saskatchewan
settlement of Batoche, widespread opposition to the government's land
policies provoked an armed resistance by 300 M6tis (Canadians of mixed
Cree or Chippewa and European blood) against the dominion's troops.
Although the government ultimately triumphed at the Battle of
Batoche, the site along the banks of the South Saskatchewan River has
come to symbolize the M6tis'last stand as a united people, the end of
their independence, and the eventual closing of the Canadian frontier.
Today, Parks Canada maintains Batoche as a national historic site,
visited by some 25,000 people annually. To commemorate the
centennial of the uprising, the government commissioned IKOY in 1984
to design a new reception and administration center that would
interpret the history of the M6tis settlement, prepare visitors for selfguided trail tours through the adjacent battlefield, and house sitemaintenance facilities. Although IKOY's brightly painted industrial
esthetic might initially seem at odds with Batoche's solemn place in
Canadian history, the firm's traditional no-nonsense approach to
design-reflected here in a l5,0OGsquare-foot structure clad in greentinted glass and anodized, corrugated-aluminum panels-is perfectly at
home on the stark, central Saskatchewan prairie. Since the only other
extant buildings on the site are the modest 1883 parish church and
rectory of St. Antoine de Padoue, designing a stylistically contextual
facility was less of an issue than creating an unassuming "nonbuilding," in the architects' words, that might take visitors on a literal
and emotional journey through history. Toward that end, IKOY placed
the structure's three principal programmatic elements-a small office
block, an 8Gseat theater, and an exhibition hall-in pavilionlike wings
behind a 2SGfoot-long, glass-walled "grand passage." Inside the gallery
blue hollow structural-steel framing, oversized yellow air returns, and a
corrugated-aluminum ceiling make up a familiar IKOY palette; so do
such exterior details as a steel entrance "arch" and mirror-finish
aluminum rivets and wall trim. Unlike much of IKOY's other work,
however, the center's imagery transcends structural and material
considerations. In the realm of architectural metaphor, the glass
gallery is meant to represent a spyglass or telescope-hexagonal in
elevation, raised slightly off the ground, and pointed directly at the
nearby church steeple (facing page). As visitors travel through the
building and out into the battlefield, the church remains constantly in
sight-an appropriately sacred image for a place that is haunted by an
almost spiritual sense of the past. P M. S.
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Visitor Reception Center
Batoche National Historic Park
Batoche, Saskatchewan

IKOY Architects
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Batoche National Historic Park
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Consultants:
Habita t Desig n Lint i t ed (l a ndscape)
General contractor:
PCL Constructors ll'estcrn, Inc.
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Over-achiever

True to the form of many large North American colleges, the
University of Manitoba is graced with a lovely core of early 20thcentury brick and limestone buildings surrounded by an unlovely ring
of post-World War II academic sprawl. In an especially misguided move
made during the 1960s, the university constructed a broad access road
around the campus that offers visitors an unappealing institutional
vista of parking lots and building backs. It was for a site along this
road, overlooking the Red River, that IKOY was commissioned to
design the new Wallace Building, housing classrooms, laboratories, and
offices for the university's earth sciences department.
If the success of the three-story, 130,000'square-foot structure is
measured against three major criteria-the department's wish for an
uptn-date facility to replace antiquated quarters on the original campus
quad, the architects' goal of creating a memorable gateway along the
characterless northern loop of the ring road, and the university's
predictably limited financial resources-then IKOY deserves high
marks. In a remarkable combination of exuberance and restraint, the
architects have produced a building that both embodies the firm's belief
in interior and exterior structural transparency and reflects geology's
recent evolution into a high-tech laboratory science-all for a cost that
initially came to $1.6 million (Canadian) under budget. Because the local
code required a two-hour fire rating, IKOY had tp abandon its favored
steel framing for precast concrete-a structural system visible through
rounded, pale green-glass corners that are intended to harmonize with
the green stained glass of a nearby Catholic church. The rest of the
facade is clad in a muted combination of black cormgated-aluminum
sheets bolted to steel studs, and black-glass windows whose seemingly
random occurrence was actually determined by interior requirements.
Within this taut wrapper, the architects organized the structure
along two sides of a naturally illuminated gallery that relieves the
visual oppression of mostly windowless classrooms and labs. It is in this
threestory-high space that the structural elements which had been
merely glimpsed from outside become a full-scale panorama of concrete
columns, beams, and hollow-core floor slabs, mingled with a colorful
catalog of pipe railings, supply and return hvac ducts, hangers, and
electrical raceways (pages 132-133). Depending on one's mood, the
impact can be exhilarating or, especially when the gallery fills with
gaggles of chattering students, a little overwhelming. IKOY's Ron
Keenberg acknowledges the visual cacophony and admits that if he had
to design Wallace again, he might expose only 50 percent of the bright
red, 24-inch-diameter ducts that hurtle through the gallery. Even for
this dyed-in-the-wool expressionist, less can be more. P M. S.
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Wallace Building

University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
IKOY Architects

Thefact that some students at the
Uniaersity ofManitoba haae taken to
calling their new earth sciences
center the "Darth Vader

Building"

probablg afunction ofthe
stracture's idiosyncratic details,
especially thefearsome trio of
is

bundled aluminum exhaust stacks
(top left,facing page) and the
ominous-lo o king, but ultimate ly
benign, red-painted steel entrance
canopy (aboue).
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In the

Wallace

Building gallery, red

supplE air ducts, gellow hangers and
return ducts, and green stair rails
and raceway couers form a tvibrant

palette that belies the architects'

serious intentions-name Iy, to
prouide students andfaculty with an

inuiting retreat, including an
informal lounge AeJt,facing page)
from the rigors oflab and classroom

trademark in recent years,
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firm

tones-subtler shades of blue and
laaender, among others-for its
latest project, an integrated
computer r es earc h faci lity now
under constraction at the Uniaersitu
of Waterloo in Ontario.

work. Although high-chrome colors
haue become something of an IKOY
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the

is planning a switch to what Ron
Ke enbe rg ca l ls' fu l ler- bodie d "
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Wallace

Building

Engineers:

Uniuersity of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Ownen

Uniuersitg of Manitoba
Architects
I K OY Arc hi te cts-R o na I d K e en be rg,
director ofdesign; Terry Stratton,
partner-in-charge ; Don B la key,
project architect; Ken Berman,
project administrator

I-----n-l
I FT/

T-f
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ll

William Hanuschak & AssociatesRiehard Muzyk, project designer
(structural); G. H. Currrie &
Associates Ltd. (mechanical); AEB
Engine e ring G roup (e le c tric al)
Consultants:
Spantec Limited (project manager)

RCMP Forensic Laboratory

Winnipeg, Manitoba
IKOY Architects

Criminal elements

If American

perceptions of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police have

been hopelessly warped by Hollywood, a visit to the RCMP's new

forensic-science laboratory in Winnipeg should dispel any lingering
images of Nelson Eddy riding off into the sunset. Like the FBI, the
RCMP serves as Canada's federal police force, and the agency operates

network of regional crimedetection laboratories where white-coated
scientists analyze bullets, clothing and hair fibers, blood, and other
pieces of potential evidence collected in criminal cases. For its 90,00G,
square-foot Winnipeg facility, the RCMP sought something of a
contradiction in terms: an introspective, high-security building set into
an open, parklike landscape and an architectural imagery meant to
discourage curiosity witlout seeming too somber or unfriendly. the
overriding issue of security meant that IKOY had to eschew the
crystalline transparency that characterizes its work at Batoche and the
University of Manitoba in favor of something considerably less
revealing. The architects' solution-a simple twostory rectangle placed
a

partly below grade-is sheathed in eight-inch-square, glazed concrete
block. Although IKOY's Ron Keenberg was unentlusiastic about the
need to conceal the interior ("They made me do i!" he moans, only halfjokingly), rounded comers, 2L/2-inchextruded aluminum banding, and
narrow, black-glass windows bolted flush with the facade help soften, if
not eliminate, the building's inevitably forbidding appearance.
Inside, the architects seem more at home. They have taken a
straightforward program--offices and research laboratories devoted to
the study of toxins, firearms, alcohol, chemical substances, and drugsand a fairly prosaic, bilevel layout of rooms flanking a l87-footJong
corridor and produced their sleekesl perhaps most successful, interior
to date. While white-painted labs equipped with all the latest tools of
the technician's trade are pleasant enough, it is out in the hallway that
IKOY has created a tour de force of industrial imagery that seems
more evocative of the corridor on a bullet hain or the passageway of a
nuclear-powered submarine than of anything in the realm of stationary
architecture. One corridor wall, sheathed in gently arching, gray
aluminum sheets, is broken down into bays articulated by electrical
switching boxes, red steel columns, and small laboratory "vestibules"
whose doors are clad in rubberized, raiseddot flooring; the other wall is
an unbroken row of doors covered in blaek melamine panels. Both
finishing materials are screwed into metal framing studs, their exposed
rivets imparting the impression that this building has been battened
down, sealed, and, above all, extraordinarily well-assembled. IKOY has
transformed lc Corbusier's machine for living into a finely tuned
instrument for solving crima P. M. S.

If

the

erterior of the RCMP'sforercic
seems a bit grim, the interior

facilitg

comes across as relatiuely

TtlaAful-

in its oun mechanistic way. Along
the main-floor corridor, hollou

yelLow pipes protect switching bows
from the stray lab cart (below left).
On the opposite side ofthe hallway,
supply air ducts emerge aboue red

RCMP Forensic Laboratory

(stnrctural): E. J. Faraci &

lVinnipeg, Manitoba

Associates (mec hanical ): AE B
E ngine ering G r oup (e le c tri c a l)
Consultants:

Owner:

Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Architects:
I K OY Arc hite c ts-Ronald Keenberg,
director of design; James Yamashita,

Hilderman, Witty, Crosby, Hanna &
As s o ci ate s ( I ands c ape )

artner-in-c harge ; Art hur Buse,
project architect

PCL Conshuctors Western Inc.

p

scafolding that conceak an

Engineers:

electrical raceway and fiuorescent
lig hting firtures (right).

William Hanuschak & AssociatesRichard Muzyk, project designer

General contracton
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Indigenous high-tech

It is by now widely known in architectural circles that the Aga Khan is
the world's leading patron of architecture. The founder of the Aga
Khan Award for Architecture, which seeks to recognize architectural
achievement by and for Muslim peoples, he has also established the
Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture at Harvard and MIT and
sponsors the architectural journal MIMAR. The recently completed
Faculty of Health Sciences and the Aga Khan University Hospital bring
his interests in architecture and medicine into conjunction. This complex
is phase one of the newly constituted Aga Khan University, based in
Karachi, which will eventuaily have a full range of academic
departments, including the possible establishment of faculties in other
countries.
The medical center comprises a 721-bed teaching hospital, a
community clinic providing referral service to 1,500 outpatients daily, a
medical school, a school of nursing (RECoRD, October 1981, pages 81-90),
male and female student housing and, eventually, a mosque. Iocated on
84 acres of land donated by the government of Pakistan, the complex
wa; coiiceived i,r 1970 to address the shortage of trained inedical
personnel and improve the health-delivery system throughout the
country. By frequent participation in the design process, the Aga Khan
played a significant part in the conceptualization and design
development, as did his brother, Prince Amyn, who paid particular
attention to interior design and ornamentation. Architects Thomas
Payette, Mozhan Khadem, and their design team began the task by
undertaking an on-site study of historic and vernacular architecture in
Spain, North Africa, the Middle East, and Pakistan. This research and
study produced guidelines for the physical layout, architectural
development, landscape, and interior design of the facility.
It was determined from the beginning that the complex should be an
architecture of continuous interior spaces surrounding the observer
rather than an "object building" standing apart and aloof from him.
Thus the diverse physical requirements of the different facilities were
incorporated into one organic whole, and the difierent architectural
functions are represented through the identification of appropriate
entrance portals, fountains, changes of levels, and vistas. The visitor,
therefore, is not aware of the exterior geometry of any particular
edifice within the complex. Instead his architectural experience consists
of movement through portals, transitional spaces, and courtyards. Each
courtyard has its own character, expressing its particular relationship
to the functions that surround it.
It was also decided that attention was to be paid to surface
treatments in order to, in the words of Khadem, "focus the intrinsic
architectural characteristics of the complex and express the geometry
of the design and the structural concepts of the building more
eloquently. Surface treatment in Islamic architecture seldom depicts a
story as do frescoes in a Christian church. Be it calligraphy or a
composition of motifs based on natural forms, it possesses significant
symbolic, cultural, and theologicai meaning. Different kinds of birds,
trees, and flowers have differing symbolic significance. Depending on
the degree of sophistication of the observer, he can discover in such
imagery and calligraphic designs many layers of literary, cultural, and
religious concepts." Indigenous arts, crafts, and building techniques
were to influence form, construction, and ornamentation.
Offsetting this concern with the traditional was the demand that the
medical, research, and teaching facilities be state-of-the-art. Structures
were to be designed bo handle the most advanced technological
equipment. Furthermore, the complex had to be designed and zoned for
the future expansion of all major activities. The hospital, set back from
the road to minimize noise, will accommodate expansion either by
duplication of entire units or expansion of individual departments. The
entire complex is laid out horizontally, rather than vertically, to avoid
dependence upon elevators. To achieve

quality and flexibility in the

direct care of the hospitalized, rooms are designed for privacy,
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incorporating space for controlled treatment. The ward units are
located on a quiet section of the site, within easy reach of the necessary
services of the main hospital. All the surgical beds are located on level
one with access to surgery immediately adjacent.
The private wing is an inpatient facility consisting of four floors of
private-room accommodations, connected to the main hospital by a
corridor on level one. Each floor has one nurse station servicing
approximately 30 private rooms. Many can be utilized as sitting rooms
for a patient's family, since it is common in Pakistan for relatives to
stay in the hospital with the patient.
The medical school lecture halls have been designed to accommodate
both highly sophisticated and traditional teaching aids. The teaching
labs include capabilities for rear-image projection and are designed so
that classrooms and research spaces along the perimeter can be used
for small groups of students or special activities while the main
teaching lab carries on its normal activities.
The student housing is organized around courtyards and divided into
separate facilities for inen and woinen. Each offers private room;,
which function as study areas as well as bedrooms. To eliminate the
necessity of air conditioning, the rooms are located on single-loaded
corridors for cross ventilation. The open side of each gallery is partially
covered by a trellis of bougainvillea, which provides shade and privacy
for students walking along the corridor to the common toilet and
shower facilities at building junctions.
Now that the medical complex is virtually complete, it must be asked
whether a horizontally stretched, rather than a vertically stacked,
hospilal will turn out to have been the best solution. With few
exceptions, of which this particular medical complex is the most
notable, large modern hospibals are designed as high-rise as well as
high-tech buildings, efficiently arranged with support services at or
below ground level, medical services in the middle section, and the
patient private rooms and wards at the top, all three segments rapidly
interconnected by elevators. Elevators are problematic in the Third
World because of power shortages and difficulties of maintenance, this
being one of the principal reasons given by the architects for choosing a
low-rise solution. Since Third World luxury hotels manage to keep
elevators in operation, however, the "elevators are impractical"
rationale for the medical complex's horizontal spread appears
disingenuous. In truth, it was the mandate given to the architects by
the Aga Khan to adapt traditional forms to a high-tech building type
that precluded a high-rise elevatored scheme.
Does the horizontal organization of services along the 1/4-milelong
corridor, taking the place of more typical vertical configurations
connected by elevator shafts, work efficiently? The Payette team has
carefully balanced adjacencies so that patients requiring surgery or
other complex technological services are located near them, and other
planning relationships work smoothly. And although additional staff is
required to transport laundry, food service, and supplies back and forth
along the main corridor, the hospital facility was intended to be laborintensive as befits a Third World economy.
The principal benefits of the horizontal scheme are manifest in the
beautiful courtyards and gardens-the larger filled with Pakistani
families who traditionally come in large groups to give comfort to and
await the fate of their loved ones, and the smaller for inpatients, or
students. Because these courtyards facilitate cross ventilation, making
air conditioning mandatory only in the private wards, clinics, treatment
rooms, surgeries, and labs, considerable energy savings have been
achieved. In many respects this hospital and teaching facility can serve
as a model for medical facilities currently being planned for the
developing world. Worthy of careful study, it has much to teach about
the design of spaces that comfort, the techniques of building in warm
climates, the uses of ornament, and the revitalization of indigenous
craft. Mildred E Schmertz

1. Priuate patient wing
2. Male hostels
3. Medical college

/t. Community clinic
5. Hospital
6. Nurs'ing school
7. Female hostels

Aga Khan University
Hospital and Medical College
Karachi, Pakistan
Payette Associates, Architects
Mozhan Khadem,
Design consultant

8. Plant
9. Seruice building
10. Gate house
11. Mosque
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The compler has been d.esigned as an
arc hite cture of con tinuous sp ace s
that surround the obseruer, os in this
sketch of roofscapes (left) in the

Iranian uillage of Murc hekhort. This
concept, which is also to be found.
other Islamic artforms such as

miniature paintings and rug
designs, is in contrast to the idea
the building as object, and was
considered by the Pagette design
team as a more appropriate

in
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1. Male hostels
2. Lab

3. Communitg clinic
4. Lecture halls
5. Professors'offices
6. Library
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Auditorium
Administration
Phy$cal therapy

Entry lobbg
Doctors'lounge

12. Traracription
13. Patient rooms

lj.

15.

Patient wards
X-ray

The basic building forms were
configured in an L shape and.
oriented. toward the preaailing
westerlg and southerlg breezes from
the

Arabian Sea.

The sloped roofs

and integrated air scoops (left and
section aboud catch the air currenk
that trauel ouer the buiLdings,
causittg the breeze to pass through
and cool the shaded attic spaces. In
air-conditioned areos, such as
clinical and. treatment rooms, a deep

enpression ofthe way

oflife o/the

Pakistanis. The Jihangir Court
(right) in the Akbar Fort in Lahore
wos a sourcefor the design, ea'were
other historic Islnmic sites. The
medical comp ler courtg ards,
howeoer, unlike their historical
prototypes, are not sgmmetrical in
plan or landscape. References to

tradition arefound in ornament
and o t he r fo rms of surfoce
enrichment,

J_
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16. Emergency

17. Outpatient
18. Gate house
19.
20.

Lockerrooms

Plant

91. Water storage
22.

Nning

%. Kitchen
2!. Autopsy
25, Deltuery
26. Nursery

27. Card.iac care unit
98. Intensiae care unit
29.

Surgery

30. Central sterile supply

departmmt

plan was acceptable. In non-airconditioned areas, howeaer, such as

patientwards, ofice spaces, and
public corridors (right), shallow

planning allowsfor the marimum
use of cross uentilation. Windows
facing the sun are recessed and

angled. Landscaping and shadows
castfrom adjacent structures all
help to cool the air before it enters
the buildings.
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Entrance portals haae been
significant features in traditional
Islamic buildings, and were ofi,m the
onlg means bg which mosques could
be distinguis hed from caraaanserais
or other building tgpes. Just a"s

importantly, sueh portals
announced the beginning ofthe
esthetic etperience. These d,ooruays
haue

traditionallg

receirsed

aery

specinl aolumetric and surfoce
design. Inspired by this eustom, all
the entrance portals and gates ofthe
hospital and, medical college haae
been designed with great care. Most
hoae co ll igrap hic ornamenta tion

comprising'Koranic aerses. The
main entrance of the compler
(faeing page) is, like all the other
entrance portals, coaered, in marble

with the quotationsfrom the Koran
ineisedin minor image toform a
border motif, Ofering further

guidance to the Payette team is the

fact that in traditional Islamic
buildings, transitions from portals
to passagewags to courtgards are
handled with great artistry, as the

sketch

ofa mosque in Cordoba,

Spain, indicates. In the medical
complex, entrance portals lead to
transition spaces (top and bottom
lefi,), which prepare the ui.sitorfor
suc c e e ding a r c hi te c tura I
enperiences. These openings and
passages

conceal

partially or completely

full spatial impact
courts that lie beyond.
the
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Although none ofthe courtyard
spaces are intended, tn haae the

grandeur orformalitg of the
Meydanl-Shah, in Isfahan, Iran
(sketch below), some seeln

idealfor

priaate contemplntion (top right and
facing page), others def.ne waiting
areasfor hospital patients and
visitors (bottom right and pages 1/1.1
and 145), while those in the medical
school and the school ofnursing
encourag e student interaction.
Deaeloped, by landscape architect

Garr Campbell as oases with
appropriate aeg etation, surface
treatment, and water, they are not
onlg uisually pleasing and restful,
but efectiae climatecontrol
elernents. Within the aurtaards and
possageways, local marblehas been

usedfor wall and column surfaces to
accent and protect heauily used
public spaces such as entries and
foyers. Durable, beautiful, and.
needing minimal maintenance, itis
used on surfanes close enough tn be
touched. Marble has ind,eed been
used throughout the compleu, in

patterns adapted from tradition, for
paning courtyards, pools, and,
whereaer enrichment of detail was
desired. Bg the sekcthte use,

judicious adaptation, and
refi nem ent of in di g enous fo rms an d
f.nishes, older Islamic building
uocabularies haae been successfullg
transfonned for contemporary use.
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All

of the signirtcant

traditional

architectural works in Islamic
cultures demonstrate a high leael
co I

lab o r a ti on arnong

a

rc hi

tec

of

ts,

builders, and the indigenous artkts
and crafi,smen. The rich elaborations
of a great tile designer, muqarnas
utorker, onnrnen tal metal artisan,
eall'igrapher, wood, plaster and
rnarble carler, or rug andfabric
weaaer cannot be separatedfrom the
esthetic of the whole. The medical
compler makes entensiae use of
indig enous building rnaterials,
processes, and systems.

Many

appropriate local building ideas,
methods, techniques, and details
were either modified or directly
incorporated in the d.e$gn Building
walls are of double-insulated
concrete blocle with a tertured
cenxent pla,sfurrtnish referred to os
weeping plaster. Traditionallg, this
handcrafiedfinish is applied and

then painted, but in this
contemporary arylication, a
natural pigment was added to the
cement to make it less susceptibk to
fading and peeling. The color blends
well with Karachib reddish soil. The
strinted testure of the weeping
plaster casts its oum shadow, thus
cooling portions of the euterior wall
and reducing glare. The photos on
this and thefacing page indico,te how
Pakistani rnarble, weeping plaster,
terra cotta "jali block" screeru, and
bronze gates enhanced by

calligraphic ornament haoe been
combined to rich ffict. Inspiration

for contemporary embellis hment
wasfoundin such great traditional
works os the Masjed.-I-Shah

in

Isfahan, Iran (sketch below).
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A number of Islamic calligraphic
styles, such as Tuluth, Kufic,
Nas taliq, e tc., using quotatiorc from
the Koran, haae been incorporated
in tile ornamental borders (facing
page). The calligraphic work at the
top ofthe tile panel (left) wos
designed to euoke the image

of

fiowers Theforms are based on the
word Mohammad. According to the

popular stories of Miraj (The
Heauenlg Journey), the emergence of
the fiower "rose" on earth related to
the heaaenlg journey. The doublemirror imaging is intended to eaoke
the four theosophical realnts of

Lahout, Malakut, Jaharut, and
Nasut. The calligraphy at the
base ofthe panel can be read by the
knowing as the word Mohammad
used

in mirror image based on
Kufc script. This

Maqhrebi

calligraphic border was designed to
euoke the image ofthe legendary bird
simurgh, depicted as the object ofthe
quest ofman in his journey from the
self to the Self.

Adding impetus to the desire of the
Payette design team to use
indig eno us mat eri a ls an d fi nis hes

was the hope that the medical
compler could become a catalystfor
the upgrading ofthe buildingmaterials industry within Pakistan.
Among the products selected were
Hala tiles. Hala is a small town 160
miles northeast of Karachi where the
art of making and painting tiles
dates back to the early 8th century.
The tiles auailable, howeuer, did not
meet an acceptable standard and

lacked the quality in craft ofthe
traditional tiles. In the hope of
finding a way to improue the
product, the architects journeyed to
the Hala factory. TheE found the
artisans sitting on the ground,
pounding the clag with their hands,
lust as theirforefathers had done.
Asked to come to Karachi to work at
a tile factory that met contemporary
standards of manufacture and price,

the artisans atfirst refused. After the
project and the design uere
erplained to them, theg agreed to
help the Payette team a,t the Shabbir
Tilefactory in the citg. Tradition
and contemporary technology were
blended. From the beginning, the
artisans rejected the stools and
benches and began working on the
factory floor. The factory workers

didn't hesitate to sit beside their
teachers. Before long, the
designs in the traditional

intricate
Hala

pigments of green, dark blue, and
Iight blue were produced in size and
strength consistent with modern
tiLes. Since the completion of the Aga
Khan Hospital and Medical College,
the dEing tradition of Hala has been
rejuuenated and is once again being
used ertensiaely in Pakistan.
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Aga Khan Uniaersity Hospital
and. Medical College

Karachi, Pakistan
Ownen
The Aga Khan Foundation

Architrcts:
Pagette Associates; Mozhan Khadem,
desig n consultant-Pay ette
Associates team: Thomas Payette,
principal-in-charge ; John Rufi'ng,
project architect; Peter Haney,

DanMeus, Gary Graham, Dennis
Kaiser, project managers; Jonathan
Warburg, dte management;
Thomas Walsh

Iocal consulting architect:
B hamani Associates Ltd,.
Site architect: Farouk
Noormohamed
Engineers:

Sirnpson Gumpertz & Heger, Inc.
(stru.ctural); Mushtaq & Bilal
Qocal engineering coruultant); Lehr
Associates (mechanical/electrical);
Anwar Saad.at & Company (local
m e c hani c a I eng ine e rin g) ;
Zaheeruddin & Partners Qocal
electrical en gineering con'su I tant)
Landscape architects:
G arr C ampb e ll/ Sas aki Asso cia tes

and Aig lemont S ecre tariat
Consultants:
Hertnan and. Lees (signage and
grap hics); H ospital C orp ora tion

Intemational, Kaiser Foundation

Intemational (hospital consultants);

Hayleg and Aldrich (soil and ground
water); Tenda (UK) Limited.
(calligraphy design)
Contractors:
Tro llo pp e C o lls C ementation
Ouerseas Ltd... UK (main

contractors); Ellis Pakistan Ltd., UK
(mec hanical and p lumbing ) ;
Phoenit Pakistan Ltd., UK
(electrical); Allied Medical Group
Ltd., UK (medical equipment)
Construction managen:
D. J. Jones and. Partners,

UK

Turner International Industries
Inc., USA (to June 1982)

The

principal auditorium (facing

page and aboae) is decorated with
'Jali" screens of teak combined
uith a ceiling ofpatterned plaster

panels. Although these surfaces
closelg resemble handwork, they are
a result of a semi-industrialized.
process carefullA worked. out bU the
Payette team in collaboration with
local crafismen, as are the decoratiue
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incised metal borders on the back of
the seats. Similar plaster surfaces
in the medical school auditorium
(top) are combined with Panels of

printed silk.

Hvac sysfums:
In pursuit of comfort
By laars Peterson
7'he tu'o articlts contp.nsirtll this ntonth's orchitectural cttylirteering
set'tion or( concerned ttith the design o.l'hcrrlirtgy, L't'rttilulirtrt, and
air-c:onditiortinrt (hL,ac) sttstotts. "In Pursuit ttl'Cont.fbrt" is a report
It.t1 stirnce.jotrrnolist It'ors Peterson, ort lht stote-sJ''[hg-e1't u'ithitt
tlte hruc indust ry. Drou'rt .lrortt trilert'it'rls cortductt'd ritlt
t' rt rl i n ee rs. a n' lt i t t' ct s. a rt d b u i I d i tt g o tr tt t rs.li'o rn a ro u rt d t lt t'
totrntry, lht'artit'lc cortsidcrs rt broad rrrn,rlc of'topics, inclttdirtg
( | | c t'g tt c o t tsc rro l i ott, neu' nt e t h o ds fo r ca I c u I o t i n g r:tto I i n gt a n d
heatirtg loads. sc(egttarding the fficient opcration attd
rrtuirttenartcc o.l'hroc sgstetrts, and the edtrtuliort o.f .fttt u rc lt rac
pro.fessionals. There has bt'en trentenclotts prt)qress ntadL'in thefield
during the past decode bul, as Petersott ls soir t cc.s i rtdicatc,
derelopnrettls oJ'ercn grt'olt'r proporl iutr rt n rtt tt tnl-ltrr rttl.
"Tetnperino a Landscape." rchich beuitts on page 1:t.1. prt'sertts crtt
itrrtoratirc hrac designJi,tr o ttto'ocre, glass-cttL'losed utritrtn space
tt nder constrrtttiort irt -\oslili11c. Tenn. The Cascudes, a nonte gircrt
lLt lltis si:r-stortt u'onderland surrotLttded ba hotel roottts, tt'QS
rlrsiorted b11 lhc arr:hitecturalJintt oJ'Earl Stt'r'rzssoit Associttttts, I'tt.t:.
us an e:rtettsion to a sinilar./ittiLity at tht Oprltlartd Htttcl.
.\Icchanical r:rrgineers for thc Cascades, I. ('. Tltotnassrtrt Assctciates,
Irtr'., u'ere t'hargcd u'ith creoting n thenrtal or t'ii'orttttt'nt tltat is
sunpathetic to the conflicting needs o.f'users ond luslt, tropical
plont life. Thc cnqineers u:ere chalLenged,.filrtherntore, to nmke
lheir system i n risible front u'ithin the ati tott. This thtu did by
ingeniottsly concealittg dttctu'ctrk and grilles rithin rttuttrtrade rock
.fbrnations, and the sections o.l'pedestrian rantps and brid(tes, D, R'

Take away a skyscraper's heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning
(hvac) systems, and you'd be left with an uninhabitable steel, concrete
and glass shell. The structure would retain its sleek, elegant look, but
no one would be able to live or work comforlably inside the building for
any length of time. According to historian Carl W Condit,
improvements in mechanical systems during the 1fth century
contributed as much as advances in structural design and materials
toward making high-rise commercial buildings possible. Furthermore,
effective hvac systems are essential for today's hospitals, industrial
plants, laboratories, shopping malls, concert halls-any spaces where
people congregate or work and where they must be kept safe and

comfortable.

Ilvas

an evolving science
Despite the crucial role they play, hvac systems are practicaJly invisible
when they are doing their jobs properly. "When you walk into a
building in which the environment is good, you don't even notice it,"
says Donald R. Bahnfleth, president of ZBA, Inc., in Cincinnati.
"Therefore, you don't comment on it," he says. "You notice the one
that's bad. It's the one that sticks in your mind'" Although most
building hvac systems function well, says Bahnfleth, there are enough
bad ones around to suggest that some changes in hvac system design

and operation may be desirable.

Israel A. Naman of I. A. Naman & Associates, Inc. in Houston is
somewhat more critical. In a paper presented last year at a conference
commemorating the second century of the skyscraper, he noted,
"Present air-conditioning systems are complex and difficult to operate
properly; they are inefficient and frequently cannot provide
iatisfactory levels of comfort." He cites a combination of poor design,
installation, operation, and maintenance as contributing to the problem'
"Most building systems never perform the way the designer intended
them to perform," he says.
Ioars Peterson is the Technology and Policg Editorfor the weekly newsmagazine,
Science News.

Examples are easy to find. Newspaper reports, for instance,
document the continuing problems at the two-year-old, $l?2-million
State of Illinois building in Chicago, where a modern heating and
cooling system designed to be energyefficient isn't operating as
required. Workers in the building eomplain that summer temperatures
are too hot and winter temperatures are too cold. System designers
contend that unanticipated changes in specifications during
construction, such as the use of single-pane rather than insulating
glass, have affected the system's efficiency. Moreover, software
problems have plagued the building's computer*ontrolled ventilation
system, which is now being operated manually.
Last October, at the new Convention Center in Washington, D. C.,
participants at the 10th Triennial Congress of the International Council
for Building Research, Studies, and Documentation (CIB'86)
complained bitterly during at least one session when the hall's noisy airconditioning system sent disturbing blasts of cold air into the room.
Even simple errors can lead to significant problems. A Texas church
suffered air-conditioning troubles until an inspection showed that a unit
for chilling water to the right temperature had been shipped from the
factory with the wrong thermostat. When the system was installed, no
one had bothered to check the water temperature.
A recent survey by The Trane Company, based in La Crosse, Wis.,
shows that frequent interruptions of hvac service and poor temperature
control are major reasons that commercial tenants give for not
renewing their leases and for relocating. According to the Trane report,
"Spaces that are too warm or too cool are the number one complaint in
existing buildings." The report goes on to say,"Greater emphasis on the
maintenance and service of existing comfort systems, additional
training for building operations personnel, and more attention to
original system design for new facilities is recommended to

developers."
Says Bahnfleth, "The challenge for the architect and the engineer is
to establish what the owner really requires." Bahnfleth identifies three
key factors that define a given project: its scope, the budget, and the
desired quality, and he says the design professional must retain control
of at least one of these three factors.
Engineer and owner must collaboratc closely
Many problems stem from a developer's or owner's desire to keep costs
as low as possible. Often, when a building project goes over budget or
contractors'bids are higher than expected, hvac systems are among the
first features to be cut back to save money. "The whole question of how
engineers, architects, owners, and contractors function as a team is
very important," says Bahnfleth. "It means maximum communication
on a nearly continuous basis so that you resolve issues immediately."
Bahnfleth's company, ZBA, started out in 1957 as a firm of
consulting engineers operating in the traditional manner, but it soon
sought ways to make closer contact by working with clients directly
rather than through an architect or some other intermediary. "If you're
trying to solve and serve a client's real needs, you really have to have a
close relationship with the client," says Bahnfleth. "You can't be at
arm's length, which is the way many mechanicalengineering firms
have to operate." By 1973, ZBA had added an architectural division to

support its engineering work.
ZBA's approach, with its emphasis on creative problem'solving and
close consultation with clients, is somewhat unusual in the field of hvac
engineering. About 40 percent of the firm's work involves development
of master plans, examination of leading-edge technologies to see what
may be appropriate or useful for clients, and finding innovative
solutions for problems encountered by clients. Often, ZBA's feasibility
studies offer a range of solutions, from which the client can choose one
that fits best. ZBA's projects have included comprehensive redesigns of
mechanical and electrical systems; designs for diesel-engine test

facilities; chilled-water plants; coal-fired central-heating plants; and
that energy*onscious design is exhemely important for both new and
remodeled buildings. A vast array of technology is now available for
special facilities such as laboratories and clean rooms.
Two crucial steps start off a typical project. "We deliberately force a
designing and installing energyefficient systems, and Bahnfleth
lot of interaction with the client," says Bahnfleth, "b h sure that we
believes that any engineer not trying to use it is doing his or her client a
disservice.
understand what he really has to do." In this way, both the objective
Naman, however, contends that many hvac systems being designed
and the problem can be clearly defined. Then ZBA staff, starting fmm
scratch, evaluates the situation. As staff members begin to understand
today actually don't provide both energa efficiency and adequate levels
the problem better and better, the plan of attack often changes. The
of comfort. He argues that hvac engineers sometimes fail to analyze
clienf,s original thoughts and plans may have been based on apparent
and understand all of the advantages and disadvantages of a particular
symptoms rather than on the real problem.
design. Variable air-flow systems, for example, which allow the volume
Bahnfleth cites the case of a major foundry, which pumped about 50
of circulating air to vary from place to place and over time, are now
million gal. of water every day and was having frequent pump failures. used almost exclusively. Many design engineers consider these systems
The company's chemists, who knew a great deal about water
to be both flexible and energy-efficient. Yet factors such as occupant
treatment, came up with some very expensive schemes for treating the discomfort during periods of low air eirculation are often not
water to change the way it flowed. ZBA engineers were invited to take
considered. Furthermore, if the systems provide only cooling, energy
a look at the situation. They found the problem wasn't chemical at all; it may be wasted during the heating season even if system fans run at a
was cavitation (the generation of a partial vacuum that puts great
low level during that time. Similar criticisms concerning the actual
stress on mechanical parts). The answer was to add a conhol valve to
amount of energy saved can be made about systems that bring in
make sure the flow rates and pump speeds were well matched so that
outside air for cooling in winter or about refrigeration units that
produce and store ice during the night, when utility rates are low, to
sufficient water always reached the pump.
provide cooling during the day.
"We try to go back to ground zero and look at the problem from a
total- systems point of view," says Bahnfleth. "We can develop
solutions where other people may focus on one piece of the problem."
Indoor air quality: Need sacrifices be made?
One important design consideration is ensuring that hvac systems, no More complicated and controversial is the issue of indoor air quality and
matter how complex or sophisticated, can be maintained and operated
the recent spread of what some people have called the "sick-building
easily, says Donald E. Nichols of I. C. Thomasson Associates, Inc. in
syndrome." To many hvac engineers, much of the problem is a
Nashville, Tenn. "But the fact is that a lot of owners don't even attempt consequence of poorly conceived efforts by building owners and
to do the easy job of maintaining their buildings." (This was not the
operators to keep energ'y costs down by tightening up buildings. "You
case when I. C. Thomasson Associates designed the hvac system for a
don't have to sacrifice energy efficiency for indoor air quality, nor do
major extension to the Opryland Convention Center, pages 154157.) It's you have to sacrifice indoor air quality for energl efrciency," says
not uncommon for engineers who have been called in to determine the
Butler.
cause of poor ventilation and other environmental problems to discover
Joseph B. Olivieri of the Iawrence Institute of Technology in
that details such as clogged filters and broken fan belts are frequently
Southfield, Mich., warns that an unjustifiable hysteria about indoor air
quality may be building up. "The technology has been there as long as
the culprits. One inspection, for example, uncovered filters that hadn't
been changed since the building had been constructed; several had been I've been around," he says. "If you design it right and use the right
pulled out of their frames and were found wrapped around fans; in
kind of filhation, you won't have any trouble."
other cases, broken fan belts meant that motors had, perhaps for years,
Bahnfleth is a little more cautious. "There's a need for a coordinated,
done nothing more than spin in place.
extensive effort to tie down this indoor airquality issue," he says.
Every hvac system is a little different. System designers routinely
"Some of the technology is available, but we don't know what we need
produce operation and maintenance manuals for their clients and even
because we don't understand precisely what the problems are." More
run training seminars after a building is completed and its hvac system
definitive information is needed on the hazards of various
has been tested and is operating as it should. "We prepare whatever is
contaminants, both by themselves and in combination with other
necessary, depending on the scope of the project," says David S. Butler, substances. On top of that, removing a few parts per million of
Sr. of Bowron & Butler Consulting Engineers in Jackson, Miss. "That
suspected contaminants from the tons of air that circulate daily
helps somewhat, but t}te problem is far from being solved." firere's no
through a typical office can quickly become an expensive proposition.
guarantee, even with welldesigned and clearly written manuals, that
the persons responsible for operating and maintaining building systems Educating hvac engineers
will be able to understand and execute the instructions. A few firms are Most hvac engineering performed by consulting firms involves
now looking into video and other means for conveying essential
integrating pieces of equipment already on the market into a system
information.
suitable for a given application. That s a skill that most hvac engineers,
Butler likes the idea of taking a building on "a shakedown cruise" by who generally start with a degree in mechanical engineering, learn on
letting the desiga engineer work with the building for several months
the job. No university specifically offers a degree in hvac engineering,
after it's completed and turned over to the owner. "Iret the engineer
although a few allow students to specialize in topics that are useful in
himself get involved," says Butler. "[ct him live with it and teach the
the field. Ttris lack of university and college support has bothered many
building owner and operators how it's supposed to function, how to
hvac engineers for years. "It's a sad situation," says Nichols. "It's left
maintain it and how to operate it." Some companies, including I. C.
up to the consulting engineers to bring these graduates up to speed
Thomasson, have tried that approach, but few clients are willing to pay when tley come out of school and want to get into the field." That
for the extra service.
usually means at least a year spent on small, mundane projects and on
learning the realities of being a consulting engineer. Members of the
Energ5r conrervation: a fundamental sonoern
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning
Another major concern among hvac system engineers is the current
Engineers (ASHRAE), the professional society that looks after the
erosion of interest among clients in energy efficiency and conservation.
interests of hvac engineers, have been working with various
"We have lulled ourselves to sleep again," says Bahnfleth, who finds
organizations in an effort to establish a graduate program or a five

A recent reportfrom the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) outlines some of
our current huac needs: "Ir{early all energy
systems must be designed to meet seuere, often
conflicting, performance objectiues. As a result,
tltere is a rapidly erpanding needfor the
sop histicated tec hniques of mecltanical sy stems
which permit the use of 'finesse'in the operation
of systems to meet stringent goals in suclt areas
as energy fficiency, pollution, noise, safety, and

reliability."

The deuelopment of low-cost, highspeed microprocessor technology, the report
continues, "has made possible real-time control
and optimization of mechanical sgstems in ways
that would haue been unthinkable a decade ago."

A recent suraeA by Tlte Trane Company shows
thatfrequent interruptions of huac seruice and
poor temperature control are major reasons that
commercial tenants giue for not renewing their
leases andfor relocating. According to the Trane
report, "Spaces tltat are too warm or too cool are
the number one complaint in eristing buildings."
The report goes on to sey, "Greater empltasis on
tlte maintenance and seraice of eristing comfort
systems, additional training for building
operations personnel, and more attention to
original system design for neto facilities is
recommended to deuelopers. "
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year undergraduate program that would provide an appropriate
grounding in the field.
On the other hand, says Lawrence Tech's Olivieri, "everyone in
industry expects us to turn out someone that is trained specifically for
their industry." To do that would be a serious mistake, he believes,
arguing that programs should be flexible enough so that students
aren't restricted to one narrow specialty. Olivieri has been developing a
balanced program at Lawrence that allows engineers to specialize in
hvac engineering while getting a sense of what architects are trying to
do. "Because you're going to be doing application engineering," he
says, "in order to be a good hvac engineer, you've got to take a little
architecture."
"Engineers need to know what architects do and vice versa," says
Bahnfleth, "but I don't know that you can teach that. You learn that
when you get involved in design, setting criteria, working with codes,
working with your client." He adds, "I think that a good, basic
engineering program with a couple of applied engineering courses
prepares someone more properly for engineering in this field than a
program that is highly vocationally oriented and probably dead-ended."
ASHRAE plays a major role in keeping hvac engineers up-to-date in
their profession. Monthly chapter meetings, two national meetings
every year, a variety of publications, and committees for establishing
standards convey that information to interested members. "If someone
wants to grow in this field, the place to be is in ASHRAE," says
Bahnfleth, a past president of the society. ASHRAE itself sponsors
about $1 million a year in research covering a wide range of topics to
provide the basic applied information that hvac design engineers need.
In 1986, for example, it initiated studies involving smoke movement and
smoke control, indoor air quality evaluations, and extensions of
methods for calculating cooling loads, and for analyzing the dynamics
of heating and cooling plants.
Olivieri complains that too few engineers attend ASHRAE's technical
meetings. "One of the problems that we have," he says, "is that people
seem to think that the day they get their degree they've learned all
they've had to learn." Such an attitude is evident in practically all of
engineering and in other professions, he says.
At ASHRAE's winter annual meeting, relatively few engineers
attend technical sessions, but thousands more pass through the
equipment displays. Many hvac engineers, in fact, rely heavily on
manufacturers and their representatives for information on new
equipment and systems. Part of the reason for that lies in the nature of
hvac engineering. "I'd say 80 to 85 percent of the consulting engineer's
role in designing hvac systems is the application of present equipment
and adapting it to a specific project," says Nichols. "There remains
some challenge and effort on the part of the engineer to develop these
schemes and new ways of doing things, but you still have to use what
equipment is on the market."
Bahnfleth, however, contends that the information provided by
manufacturers is either biased and unsatisfactory or incomplete.
"There are very few sales representatives who understand systems and
the part their equipment plays in the system," he says. "The business
press . . . and technical societies like ASHRAE are far more important
than what a vendor does when he comes to my office." Nevertheless,
although Bahnfleth encourages his staff to read widely and to
participate in technical society meetings, he's been finding it tougher
and tougher to get people, especially those who are new to the
profession, to give up time outside of work for such activities. "I think
the future belongs to those who take the time," he says.

The impact of computers on practice
The arrival of personal computers and engineering workstations has
had a significant impact on the way hvac engineers do theirjobs. Even
the smallest firms of consulting engineers have at least a personal
computer and a variety of software for performing heating and cooling
load calculations and for selecting equipment. Manual calculations that
had been too time-consuming to meet project deadlines can now be done

routinely.

"It's one of the greatest things that's happened to us as designers
and engineers," says Butler. "It gives an engineer who likes to do some
real design work an opportunity to do things that he once couldn't
because of time and money constraints. Frankly, we don't even have to
charge the architect or the client for the extra services." Although
experience still, to some degree, dictates the type of system put into a
given building, hvac designers can make choices based on an evaluation
not only of initial capital outlay but also of operation, maintenance, and
energy costs over the long term.
Hundreds of different computer programs are now available. They
cover practically everything from the basics of hvac design to energy
forecasting. However, the widespread use of these programs brings its
own danger. "Engineers are producing answers without testing them
for reasonableness," says Ross Meriwether, an engineer and software
developer at Ross F. Meriwether & Associates, Inc., in San Antonio.
"Say that in some instances, maybe 50 percent of the engineering
studies that are produced are grossly in error."
Olivieri finds that some engineers start to rely on computer programs
too much and lose sight of common-sense solutions. And, sometimes,
the programs themselves are inadequate or possibly faulty. "The thing
that bothers me," says Olivieri, "is that for energy management, for
example, I can use three different software packages, and I'll get three
different answers. That scares me." But Meriwether says, "More
incorrect answers are produced by the engineer's choice of input than
they are by the design of the program itself."
Although a few gaps in the design and analysis field may still need to
be filled, the trend in the next few years won't be toward the
development of additional software, according to Meriwether. Instead,
people will be looking for more efficient ways to use existing programs
in an engineering office. Right now, data required to do a computer
model of a building must be manually extracted from plans and
specifications, then correctly transferred to the computer program. An
integrated system that allows different programs to work together and
of information from drawings done by
computer-aided drafting would be a significant improvement. In
addition to saving time for engineers, it could reduce the number of
errors that occur during transfers of data.
Computers and electronic controls are also starting to play an
has automatic extraction

important role in hvac systems themselves and are creating
opportunities for developing new mechanical elements. "I think you're
going to see more work with variable-speed drives, variable volumes of
water and air, and much better control," says Bahnfleth, who is sure
this will result in better performance and reduced energy use.
Automating temperature-control systems
Creative designs, new types of equipment, and greater automation
could overcome many of the deficiencies now observed in mechanical
systems. Israel Naman sees a need for systems that are easier to install
and that have a "rugged simplicity" to allow operating personnel to
keep them functioning properly and efficiently. "Computer control
operation of all energy-consuming equipment is ahead," predicts
Naman, "with improvement in both comfort conditions and energy
use."
With the stepped-up energ'y demands because of a greater number of
people per square foot in many offices and because of the heat thrown

off by computer hardware, much better and more specialized heating,
cooling, and ventilation is essential in future buildings. A recent report
from the American Society of Mechanieal Engineers (ASME) outlines
some of the needs: "Nearly all energy systems must be designed to
meet severe, often conflicting, performance objectives. As a result,
there is a rapidly expanding need for the sophisticated techniques of
mechanical systems which permit the use of 'finesse'in the operation of
systems to meet stringent goals in such areas as energy efficiency,
pollution, noise safety, and reliability." The development of low-cost,
high-speed microprocessor technology, the report continues, "has made
possible real-time control and optimization of mechanical systems in
ways that would have been unthinkable a decade ago."
The ASME report, "Research Needs in Thermal Systems," identifies
a number of areas for further research. Among those urgent needs are
methods needed for modeling large buildings on a computer so that
design engineers can develop appropriate, energy-efficient heating- and
cooling-control strategies. The report also recommends the
development of online adaptive control for energyefficient system
operation. It pinpoints four areas in which research is needed: therrnal
interaction of the structure and the environment, including the
definition of the thermal microcnvironment; capacity modulation and
interaction among building components; onJine adaptive control and
the use of artificial intelligence for optimal control; and the
thermophysical properties of complex materials in the system.
Furthermore, the report suggests that smart, self-calibrating,
inexpensive sensors and fault-detection mechanisms for thermal
environmental systems are needed, especially for noninvasive
applications.
Naman envisions more sophisticated temperature-control syst€ms
that would control heating and cooling sequences and perhaps even the
amount of solar energy that enters through glass surfaces. Ideally,
he'd also like to have an energ'y€fficient air-conditioning system that
would be under the complete control of an individual tenant and would
require no ductwork, no central cooling or heating plant, no operating
personnel, and little maintenance. One possibility, he says, is the
development of methods that provide local cooling by direct use of
electrical energy. Such a cooling method is already in use today in some
small refrigerators and for specialized applications in the NASA space

program,
Looking toward the future
Gradual improvements in system design, in mechanical, electrical, and
electronie components, and in construction methods and materials may
help combat the problems that plague many of today's buildings and
may aid engineers in solving the complex problems and conflicting
demands placed in modern mechanical systems. Beyond these nearterm goals lie more startling possibilities. Bahnfleth has speculated
that a day may come when each person would carry a thermostat on his
or her lapel. "When you walk into a space, you'll get whatever you
need," he says. "It will principally be radiation, either cold or warm,
because that's most easily controlled." But he adds, "That's an
expensive dream,"
Architect Walter M. Kroner of Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute in
Troy, N. Y., imagines a house with walls as changeable as the weather.
The walls would be made from materials that adapt to external
conditions and internal needs as readily as people change clothes. The
combination of computer technology and advanced materials
engineering may eventually change the way in which people look at
their homes or ofrces. Not only would such buildings be more energyefficient, he says, but the sense of control and comfort found in these
flexible buildings could lead to improved health and productivity for

their inhabitants.
That's what hvac svstems are all about.
Architectural Recofi Mag
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Tempering a landscape

The Opryland Hotel's Cascade
be tied into the hotel's
cen tra I ene rgg -manag eme nt and

addition will

control system (EMS) that monitors
all equipment, temperatures, and
flows of chilled water and steam.
Used

in conjunction with the EMS,

the hoac's uariable-frequency driue
cause pumps and air-handling

will

under construction in Nashville,
Tenn. What makes this two acres of
rocky cliffs, playful water, and
paths cut through tropical verdure
particularly remarkable is that it is
surrounded by hotel rooms, covered
with glass, and thermally controlled
for human comfort. When
completed, the Cascades at the
Opryland Hotel will be linked to a
similar two-acre configuration, the
Conservatory (site plan, above
right). When it opened in 1983, the
Conservatory became an immediate
tourist attraction and an integral
comoonent to the hotel's
outstanding commercial
achievements (the hotel is in the
nation's top one percent of annual
revenues per room---{ver $50,000and boasts a 90 percent occupancy
rate). The architects for the original
hotel and convention center, and for
all the subsequent extensions, Earl
Swensson Associates, took
confidence in the first atrium
project's success, exercising even
greater ambition and panache in the
design of the Cascades. Here,
dining "islands" and a revolving bar
will be set amidst pools fed by
waterfalls 4G, 18-, and 17-ft high
(plan, right, and section, page 156).
Meandering walkways on the
ground will connect to elevated
paths that tunnel through manmade rock formations while linking
the upper level of the Conservatory
lo the mezzanine level of the
Cascade's entrance lobby. Among
the technical complexities presented
by the design, the hvac engineers,
Nashville-based I. C. Thomasson
Associates, were charged with the
unconventional challenge of
balancing the environmental needs
of tropical plant life with the hotel
management's design prerequisite
that, even on a summer afternoon
when temperatures outdoors reach
well into the 100s F, no guest
is to feel the least bit
of discomfort while strolling,
relaxing with a drink, or surveying
the scene from private balconies
adjoining guest rooms.
Management also dictated that the
hvac system delivering this
anomaly of nature be invisible from
within the atrium.
Establishing the solar-heat loads
associated with several thousand
sq ft of glazed skylighting was the
first factor to be resolved in the
hvac design. The engineers favored
a tinted, reflective glass for its
relatively low emissivity. However,
the horticulturist in charge of the
Cascade's plant life argued for

4. Coweruatory

5. Conuention/Erhibit area
6. Courtgard/swimming pool
7. Theme park
8. Parlewag

Certainly the answer to that
ouestion will come into focus when
the facility opens in May, 1988.
If, however, the level of
collaboration is maintained among
owner, architect, and engineer that
has characterized the success of the
Opryland Hotel's existing facilities,
the Cascades should prove a true
delight to all. Darl Rastorfer
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ample, full-spectral light. The

owners, too, wanted the sky to
enter the space without significant
visual modification. Therefore, a
virtually clear, laminated, singleglazed membrane was specified

that will be outfitted with operable

GROUND

LEVEL PLAN, THE CASCADES
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areawag at the exterior wall.

1. Entrance Driae
2. Main lobby
3. Rooms

Will the Cascades ultimately
fulfill the promise of its design?

,

percent outside air

draws in

from louuers mountedin an

system.

,t..:,, i,,

system, the units' smoke-remoual
process begins whereby each unit

units tofrequently run at lower

fiberglass scrims used to cover the
inboard surface of the skylight
when insolation is excessive.
With thermal loads established, the
engineers developed an airtempering system that is as elegant
in its simplicity as it is clever in its
detailing. Four low-pressure airhandling units are placed in pairs on
the north and south ends of the
Cascades (plan diagram, opposite
page). In cooling the space, outside
air is drawn into the air handlers
and mixed with cool air from the
complex's central chilling facility.
Air is then distributed along the
walkways and restaurant areas
(i. e., only where people are to be
found) through diffusers that are
hidden in the rocks on the south side
of the space, and integrated within
the elevated walkways in the north
half (distribution diagram and
section details, page 157). Once
distributed, air is returned through
four air shafts disguised as
pilasters (top interior elevation,
opposite page). During the summer,
return air will enter through the
lower register of the shaft-a
conservation technique that allows
warm air to build up at the roof
level. During the winter, air will be
returned through the upper
register, thus taking advantage of
the stratified warm air by pulling
it back into the air-handling units
and recirculating it through the

ii',,,

sened by itsfour air-handling units.
Upon actiaation of the fire-alarm

speeds, re ducing ene rg y

consumption. In addition to energy

A fanciful, intricate landscape is

management, the EMS detects any
safety hazards, such asfire, and
triggers the appropriate hoac
function. In the euent offire, smoke
remoual in the Cascades will be

Simultaneously, all erterior doors

in

the lobby are automatically
opened, prouiding the balance of
outsid,e air requiredfor the smoke-

remoual system. Thefresh

air

pouring into the space would

be

erhausted at two openings in the
atrium roof, each equipped withfour
fans (partial sections below) The
total amount ofair erhausted bg the
smoke-remoualfans is estimated at
320,M0 cfm, equiualent to four air

changes per hour os required. by the
Standard Building Code. The

The Cascades

1985

total amount of air make-up would
cfm mechanicallg, and
88,0N cfm by the opening of the

be 152,000

main lobbg doors.

The smokeremoaal system is, of course,
powered by emergency generators, as
are the lights that line the Cascade's
paths, which, during afire alarm,
would sene to lead any occupants to
the appropriate erits.

Opryland Hotel Convention Center
Nashville, Tennessee
Earl Swensson Associates. Inc.. Architects
I. C. Thomasson Associates, Mechanical Engineers
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As is suggested bg the section below,
the Cascades at the Opryland Hotel
will comprise a highly compler
landscape. It's a naturalistic fantasg
incorporating pools with "dancing

water" that will be animated with
laser light, waterfalk as tall as /10ft,
pathwaEs and pedestrian bridges
cutting through lush and uaried.
plantings, grottos, an archipelago of
dining areas, and an erquisitely
detailed reuolving bar patterned
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afier an antebellum gazebo. This
totally fabricated enuironment is
being constructed on what was once
a swampg stretch along the banks of
the Cumberland Riaer. Not without
references to the regional landscape,
the manmad.e rocks, are, for
erample, based orr the color, terture,
and fo rmation of natur al ly
occurri n g I i mesl one out c roppi ngs in
the Nashuille area. Tempering the

land.scapefor user comfort, while

maintaining an atmosp here
sympathetic to the selected plant life,
was

aformidable challenge to the

mechanical engineers, particularlg
since all haac apparatus was to be
concealedfrom tiew. In their design

solution, the engineering firm L
Thomasson Associates, Inc.

C.

strictly

confi.ned. the tempered air
distribution to areas where people
moae or are at rest (distribution
plan, opposite page), permitting the

remaining landscape to thnae tn a
microclimate sympathetic to its
needs. As indicated by selected
details presented below, ductwork

grills will run within

builtup rock on the south side ofthe

and,

the

Cascades, and will be integrated
uithin the raised walkuays on the
north side (bottom-most section and
eleuatiod. Air is returned at
shaftwags d,etailed as pilasters on the

atriumfacades.

B aldauf,

inte

riors

The Ca.scades

J ane t

Opryland Hotel Conuention Center
Nashuille, Tennessee

Engineers:
I. C. Thomasson Associates, Inc.

Ownen

(mechanical, electrical, p lumbing)

Gaylord, Inc.

-John
Neblett,

Architects:

Earl Swensson Associates, Inc.Earl Swensson, Dick Miller, Ron
Lustig, d.esign; Buddy Ferguson,
Danid Miller, Alan Dooleg, project
directors: Delores Clark, Kathleen
E aers, S tep hanie Thomas,

Wimberlg III, J.Wayne

project engineers

for

mechanical; Stanley D. Lindseg &
Associates, L t d. (structural)
Landscape:

H o llis M a lone

(p lantscap e) ;
Rock & Waterscape System,s, Inc.
(rock and, waterscape)

FINI9HED
SUFFACE

VAPOR BARRIER

z 6x3
OECORATIVE
TACK WELO
TO COL.

l. 3x3

SUPPLY DUCI

SUPPLY LOUV€RS

DECORATTVE

TYPICAL ELEVATIOI{
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New products: West Week

Weet Week 198?

From March

chair version is also offered. both

95-97 the

nationb

contractfumishing
manufacturers, an impressiae
line-up of inttited spealcers, and
mernbers of the press joined with
local de$gners at the Pacific
Design Center

in

West

Hollywood

West Week 1987. The product
showcose included seaeral new
introductions, a sampling of
which is featured on these poges.

for

l. A side from Sottsass
Versatility is one of the features
ascribed ta the Mandarin chair bv
its designer, Ettore Sottsass. A
simple, flowing shape with a curved
back and tubular steel arms, the
chair is suggested for open-plan or
executive offices, conference and
dining rooms, restaurants and
libraries. The arms seem to wrap
around the chair without touching
the upholstered seat or back,
sloping to let the chair fit under a
desk or table. Knoll International.
New York City.
Circle 3N on reader serttice card
2. Italian articulation
Shown here is the table model of the
Berenice lamp, designed by Faolo
Rizatto and Alberto Meda for

Luceplan. Constructed of cast
aluminum finished in black or silver,
the lamp takes a 35W halogen bulb
placed in a reflector of either

with a white oak frame in a varietv
'
of finish and upholstery options.
Domore Corp., Elkhart, Ind.
Circle 304 on reader sentice card
6. Chair

with flair

T\e Butterfly chair is suggested
for use in restaurants. executive
dining rooms and other areas that
require distinctive yet rugged
seating. Designed by Jochen
Hoffman for the Cosala Collection,
the ehair is manufactured in the
United States with a beechwood
frame and foam*overed plywood
back and seat. Finish options
include colored laequers and wood
stains; upholsUery may be fabric,
leather, or COM. Krueger
Intemational, Green Bay, Wis.
Circle 305 on reader sentice card
7. Bent beechwood
Tlhe Fyn Chairlooks hand-made,

but is produced by computercontrolled routing of the laminated
bent beechwood frame. The seat
may be a matching wood, cane, or
upholstered; finishes include clear
beech or walnut, and 24 painted
colors. The side chair was
designed by Brian Kane.
Metropolitan Furniture Corp.,
South San Francisco. Calif.

Circle 306 on reader service card
8.

Twotoned glass fixture

aluminum or green pressed glass,
The transformer is in the wire: the
onoff switch is in the nvlon head
hinge. Artemide, New York City.
Circle 301 on reader seruice card

the Diaa sconce has two semi
circular glass diffusers: the front,
frosted glass panel in white or rose,
the textured rear panel in white.

3. Task lamp

Diffused light is supplied by a
single 100W incandescent bulb.

Another fully articulated Italian
light the Tolorneo lamp uses a
100W A bulb. Reflector and arm are

Designed by arehitect Ezio Didone,

Atelier International,
New York City.
Circle 307 on reader sentice card

polished aluminum; base is black-

finished metal. Designed by Michele
De Lucchi and Giancarlo Fassina.
Artemide, New York City.
Circle 302 on reader senlice card
4. Jacquard

fabric

Woven of a blend of cotton, rayon,

wool, and nylon, Pissamo
upholstery fabric has been designed
by Ward Bennett to be evocative of
the pointillist techniques of the
French Impressionist artist. The
fabric is said to be particularly
suitable as a wall covering, as its
largescale repeat and diffuse
pattern will camouflage seams.
Brickel Associates Inc..
New York City.
Circle 3ft1 on reader sentice card
5. Wood-framed scating

Robert DeFuceio's Strada chair has
a light yet sturdy appearance. The
two components of each laminatedwood arm/leg assembly are
finished first, tlen glued together
exactly to form the frame. The
lounge chair is shown here; a side
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9. High.tech pull-up

Welded steel frame, elastic

webbing, and fiberbond seat
platform encased in injectionmolded polyurethane foam make
the Mic he lang e lo both comfortable
and lightweight. The sculptured
body is covered with fabric, vinyl,
or leather attached by zippers and
Velcro tape. Designed by the
Center for Design and
Communication/Milan, the chair is
made in the U. S. Atelier
International, New York City.
Circte 308 on reader sentici card
10. Iridescent upholstery
From a distance, this worsted
upholstery fabric appears to be a
solid color; closer inspection
displays another subtle coloration,
for an iridescent effect. Named
Kabukiby its designer, Sina
Pearson, the wear- and flametested
fabric comes in 15 colorways.
Unika-Vaev Division, ICF,
New York City.
Circle 309 on reader sertice card

For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Service Card
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For more information,
circle item numbers on

Product literature

Reader Seraice Card

Thermostats
Color folder pictures all models
offered by this manufacturer of
control devices for residential
and commercial heating,
ventilating, and air-conditioning
systems. Appearance and userfriendly features are explained.
Honeywell, Minneapolis.
Circle 4N on reader service card

I,ouvers
Both fixed and adjustable-blade
aluminum louvers, certified by the
Air Movement and Control
Association as to pressure drop and
water infiltration, are described in
an ll-page catalog. Mullion, jamb,
and frame details are illustrated;
free area calculations are charted.
Dowco Corp., Dallas.
Circle 106 on reader seruice card

PC-based controls
A 4-page brochure describes how
the JC /85 energy-management
svstem has been adapted to work
wittr ttre IBM PC-AT-, controlling all
the functions of multisite hvac
equipment. The JC/85 is said to
minimize energy costs without

Multiple chiller controls
An 8-page technical booklet
describes how microprocessor-based
unit and system-control devices

work on CenTraVac chillers to
provide more-efficient, reliable, and
safe operation of commercial airconditioning equipment. The
CenTraVac control panel now
includes self-diagnoitic features.
The Trane Co., La Crosse, Wis.
Circle 407 on reader sentice card

compromising the comfort or safety
of building occupants. Johnson
Controls, Inc., Milwaukee.
Circle 101 on reader seraice card

Retrofit AC drive
A data sheet on the Series 1575

Roof ventilators
An 8-page catalog describes the
Airette line of roof ventilators,
low-contour, axial fans for exhaust
applications, or for supplying a
dust- and dirt-free supply of outside
air for the proper functioning of air
conditioning systems. Penn
Ventilator Co., Inc., Philadelphia.
Circle 102 on reader seraice card

Lighting-scene controller
A new interface enables the
Aurora lighting-scene control to
operate a variety of in-place
equipment, including drapery
closures, security systems, building
management systems, and time
clocks. A color folder describes the
auxiliary equipment interface.
Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.,
Coopersburg, Pa.
Ci,rcle 103 on reader service card

.4FC explains how these fan and
pump diives use nearly 60 percent
less energy in conventional hvac
systems than the constant volume
systems they replace. Available in
ratings from 5 to 15 hp, the drives
have applications in cooling towers,
fans, and centrifugal pumps.
Graham Co., Milwaukee.
Circle /t08 on reoder seruice card
Roof-mist cooling

An 8-page booklet on Sprinkool
roof cooling describes how its solidstate control monitors temperature,
humidity, and wind-velocity changes
throughout each day, and alters the
snrav amount as the conditions for
ofmirat evaporation change. System
is said to lenEthen the iife of the
roof while relucing cooling costs,
Sprinkool Systems, Inc., Killen, Ala.
Circle 109 on reader serttice card

k'

Stcam heat

Clean-room ventilation
A 4-page brochure explains how the
Mini-M od air-handling system
provides quiet, smooth, and cost-

Energy-efficient upgrades for

existing steam systems are
explained in a Gpage folder on
Vari-Vac differential heating, a
two-pipe system using steam at

effective ventilation for high-tech
clean rooms. PNC 55 levels are
achievable, using variable pitch,
axial flow fans. Strobic Air Corp.,
Bensalem, Pa.
Circle 404 on reader serice card

Digital controller
All four channels on ?ort's sevenday time switch may be set for
Astronomic, as well as for 36$day
automatic control of lighting, hvac,
and other equipment in mid-size

commercial buildings. Astronomic

scheduling-sunset to sunrise-is
desirable for control of outdoor
security lighting in particular.
TORK, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Circle /t05 on reader seruice card
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various pressures to equalize
temperatures. Radiators, automatic
and manual controls, and steam
valves are included. Dunham-Bush,
Inc.. Marshalltown, Iowa.
Circle 410 on reader seroice card

Unit ventilators

Designed expressly for schools,
Herrnan Nelson Classmate unit
ventilators are said to provide quick
4E.

@ry

response to sudden thermal
changes in a room. An &page color
brochure explains how the unit can

neutralize the heat gain from lights,
sunlight, and children to provide
comfortable ventilation. American
Air Filter, Louisville, Ky.
Circle 111 on reader senice card

New products

1.

continued,

Health-care cabinetry

A new product line for this
manufacturer, modular cabinets
have been designed specifically for
medical and dental offices. Standard
laminate-faced units and drawers
come in a range of sizes to provide a

built-in look, yet are movable as
necessary. Components feature
concealed hardware and easy-toclean surfaces. Lamco, Inc.,
Stamford. Conn.
Circle 310 on reader serttice card
2. Office seating

The Soma chair is intended to meet
a wide range of office seating
requirements, and is said to

incorporate all of the best
ergonomic features. Fabric
upholstery and molded foam are
fused; cushion and shell
accommodate a continuous shift in
body weight. Designer Charles W.
Pelly has provided easy-to-reach
controls for height, tilf
and tension adjustments.
Westinghouse Furniture Systems,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Circle 311 on reader service card
3. Compact fluorescent

An addition to the high-lumen BIAX
fluorescent line, the 1&W, f-in.lamp
shown here produees the same light
as the conventional 2GW tube
behind it. The eompaet bi-axial lamp
is said to achieve an excellent colorrendering value. General Electric,
Cleveland.

Circle 312 on reader sertice card

For ntore infortnati on,
circle item numbers on
Reader Seruice Card

6. Iounge seating
These high-back lounge chairs are a
recent addition to the Bitsch
Seating System, designed by Hans
U. Bitsch for contract office and

residential applications.
Constructed with a chrome-accented
black frame, the chair comes in a
black leather upholstery option as
pictured. Kusch USA, Inc.,
New York City.
Circle 315 on reader seroice card
7. Fiberglass ceilings
Said to provide superior acoustical

control in commercial applications,
fiberglass-based ceiling panels are
offered with a NRC of un to 1.00.
Finishes include nubby glass cloth
fabric: embossed. washable vinvl:'
"
and, Softscape mirtded panels
wrapped in woven Dacron or COM
fabrics. Sizes range up to 60'in.square, all with a Class A flame
spread. Most ceilings are available
with a foil backing. Capaul Corp.,
Plainfield, Ill.
Circle 316 on read,er senice cord
8. Commercial broadloom

Shown here are five additions to the
Colonnade contract carpet line,
ineluding a small-scale pin dot and a

large, geometric design. All are
made of Atuon 3D nylon, said to
have superior soil-hiding
characteristics. Each carpet comes
in 6 colorways; custom colors are
available in the Colonnade
commercial line. Collins & Aikman,
Dalton, Ga.
Circle 317 on reader service card

4. Floor closer

The shallow-depth concealed 50
,Serias closer fits in a concrete slab
as thin as 2-in. For use on single- or
doubleacting doors, tempered glass
and labeled fire doors, these closers
meet most existing codes for the
handicapped . Rixson-Firemark,

Franklin Park, Ill.
Circle 313 on reader seruice card
5. Heavy-duty

fabric

Intended for high-traffic contractupholstery applications, Streetcar
twotoned woven-pile fabric from
Germany carries a heavy-duty
abrasion rating. The epingle may
also be used for direct and
upholstered wall installations.
Gretchen Bellinger Inc.,
New York City.
Circle 314 on read,er sentice card

9. Cabinet hardware
Made of high-impact ABS plastie,
Elanknobs and pulls are available
for 32mm production cabinets as
well as fof traditional hole spacing.
Gloss finish colors include red,
black, brown, almond, and white, as
well as combinations involving
stripes and inserts. Amerock Corp.,

Rockford, Ill.
Circle 318 on reader service card
More products on page 173
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Continuedfrom page 168

Clean-room seating
The Dorsal Enuironmental
operator's chair is said to meet
Class 10 clean-room standards,
eliminating static charges and

Design-costing software
Written for architects and
engineers and designed to run on all
IBM PCs and full compatibles, the

contamination problems; uses
include pharmaceutical, biological,
and semiconductor facilities.
Krueger, Inc., Green Bay, Wis.
Circle 321 on reader sentice card

Upholstered seating
Italian architect Carlo Santi set the
"Cornelius" two-seat sofa on
triangular chrome legs, and
repeated the triangle motif in the
back detail and stitching. Imported

from Belgium for the contract
market, Durlet seating features a
range of leather upholstery, as well
as fabric or COM ontions. Axiom
Designs, New York- City.
Circle 322 on reader service card

Fee Perfect program

tracks all the
financial aspects of a project. The
user is guided through a review of
the design costs: professional and
consultant fees, billable hours,
construction costs, reimbursable
expenses, etc. The software
estimates a reliable fee proposal
and manages the project's progress,
reporting on dollars and hours
spent each week, spent-to-date, and
computing the budget balance at
each interval. Fee Perfect is offered
in slightly different v6rsions for
architects and engineering
specialities. Designers Research,
Boulder, Colo.
Circle 319 on reoder seraice card

Design with

ruffPACE...
A"g pu$ space
m lts pnee.
When you incorporate Lundia
Fullspace mobile storage systems into
your interior you gain many advantages. For one, optimal space utilization for the important things...space
for people...and productivity. Also,
you gain in added user satisfaction
with the most efficient filing and
storage system available.

Shrink sp&ce, slash costs
Fullspace systems save up to 50olo in
floorspace by eliminating permanent
aisles. The space saved leaves more

room for a fi:nctional, productive
work environment. It allows a more
Stcel security fencing
Described as a lower-cost
alternative to wrought-iron fencing,

with a less-menacing appearance
than wire-topped chain link, the
security-fence system
consists of parallel posts made of
cold rolled l2-gauge steel, bolted to
two horizontal rails at the too and
bottom. The poles are spaced- to
prevent climbing; the Triad-design
pole top provides further
deterrence. The fence is available in
over 250 Colorgalu high-gloss
colors, guaranteed against rust for
20 years. Duncan Fence Co.,
Pa lis ade

Everett, Mass.
Circle 320 on reader service card

compact floorplan too. So, condensed space means lower construction
costi, lo*e. firture costs for the owner.

Lundia offers soecifiers and users
complete design assistance and full
turnKey servlce.
Check Sweet's 10670/LUN.. buvline
1888 for design details. Or write or
call l-800-258-6142. In lllinois,

call 1-800-252-8844.

^-.

LUNDIA:
-

TIF World's Reconl Hd(lers'
600 Copitol Woy
Jocksonville lL 62650
2a7-243-8s85

Fullnone
Circle 82 on inquiry card
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Ifubdlisoffthwdl.

It was grounds for separation. e We had two companies, Kimball and Artec. e Kimball was
well-lcrown for casegoods and seatirg.Artec for offrce rystelns. ButArtec also offered casegoods and some seanng.Which it wasn t so well-known for. And Kimball ventured into office
So we did some 1og*l colporate lestrugturing
systems. Also not corilnon larowledge
We moved Artec's casegoods and seating over to Kimball. And made Artec the office systerns specialiss. c So now iCs simple. c When you need the industry's most comprehensive range of casegoods and seating, call Kimball. c When you need the office systems

r

r
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Unibond carpets in over 200 colors, all with coordinates in modular syslems

Photographyr Fred Schenk O1987 Burlingtcn Industries, lnc

Manufacturer
souroes
For gour conuenience in locating
building materials and other
products shown in this month's
'feature
articles,
nncono has asked the architects to

Track lighting fixtures: Halo.
(top) Chair: Sardegna by Abdenego
and Anna Anselmi.
Seating: Vienna settee by Rodney
Kinsman. Mirror: Gym Mirrorby

Terry Pecora. Light: Diski /1by

Pages 10&109

Matteo Thun. (bottom) Table: Cono
by Joseph Paul D'Urso. Chair and
barstool: Tokyo by Rodney
Kinsman. Accessories: Josef
Hoffmann. Light: Spargi by Matteo
Thun with Andrea [,era.

Gullans International Showroom/

Page

IDCNY

Associates. Cabinet: Settimanale
by Matteo Thun. Aero light by

identify the Ttroducts specified

Joseoh Paul D'Urso

with

Bentiey LaRosa Salasky, Design
Page 106-Paints: Benjamin Moore
& Co. Fabric wallcovering:
Sutter Textiles. Laminate surfaces:
Formica.

l0?-Table: Attic by Sottsass

Sottsass Associates.
Page 108-Light: Tender by

Michele Delucchi.

Pages 110-ll5

Pages 113-114-Ceiling suspension

Herman Miller Showroom, Dallas

system: National Rolling Mills.
Acoustical tile: Armstrong
(Travertone). Laminate surfaces:
WilsonArt. Recessed downlights:
Lightolier. Equa chair. Time/Life
Chair, table by Charles Eames.

Taft Architects
Page lll-Skylighting: Kalwall.
Tempered glass: PPG Industries,
Inc. White translucent glass: Globe
Amerada Glass Co. Drywall: USG.
Wood doors: custom by architects,
fabricated by West Texas

Millworks. Natural finishes, paints
(throughout): Devoe & Raynolds
Co. lncksets: Sargent. Hinges: Soss
& McKinney. Closers: LCN. Cabinet
hardware: Stanley. Wood flooring:
Harris-Takett Inc. Marble: Julien
Green. Carpet: Milliken (Kingsley
Square). Chairs: Charles Eames
Soft Pad Aluminum Group.

Pages ll4-115-Office components:

Ethospace System. Wood shutters:
ELR Enterprises, Inc.; Soleil.
Pages 11&121

SunarHauserman Showroom,
San Francisco
Mark Mack
Page ll6--Acoustical metal ceiling
on open grid T-bar: Alpro. Veneer
nlaster: La Habra. Concrete finish:
ConSov (Kolorbleu).
Page 117-Chair: Arata Isozaki.
Track lighting: Halo.
PagellS-Ball chairs and Race
conference table. Solid+ore ash
veneer doors: Limited Production
Inc. Locksets: Schlage. Recessed

ring light fixtures: Shaper.
Page 120--{top) Desks: The Race
Sgstem. Chairs: Draaerl. (middle)
Rotunda chairs by Lella and
Massimo Vignelll Kyoto tableby
Gianfranco Frattini. (bottom) Chair
and ottoman by Niels Diffrient.
Display lighting: Mini Light
Carpeting: Pacific West Mills.
Pages 122-125
Broodmare and Turnout Barn

Perry Dean Rogers &
Johnson Wanzenberg
Pages 122-123-Standing seam
roofi n g: Wheeling-Pittsburgh
Steel Co., Inc. Exterior paint:

Sherwin Williams Co.
Page

l25-Skylights: Velux-

America, Inc.
Pages 128-129

Visitor Reception Centre,
Batoche National Historic Park
IKOY Architects
Enamels: Custom by architects,
formulated by Northern Paints.
Stair and treads: custom by
architects, fabricated by Patra.
Curtain wall framing: Kawneer.
Pages 130-133
Wallace Building, University

of

Manitoba

IKOY Architects
Bollards: Patra. Paints
(throughout): custom by architects,
formulated by Northern Paints.
Page

l32-Rubber flooring: Mondo.

Pages 134-135

RCMP Forensic Laboratorv

IKOY Architects
Door nulls: Ferrum Metal
Manuiacturing Co.

Circle 85 on inquiry card
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THE WORLD CONGRESS ON

THE MERCHANDISE MART

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

CHICAGO

AND DESIGN

Where ideqs converge. NEOCON is ihe most importont
drsploy of new product in the controct industry. But rt olso
ochieves o seporate ond equol imporionce os the World

PARTICIPANTS
Joy

Congress on Environmentol Plonning ond Design, lhe yeor,s

Adcock, presrdent, ASi)

Williom Agnello, corp

mosi compelling resource of ideos. At NEOCON, you will
hove occess to the insights ond opinions of the leorlers in
design, orchitecture, business qnd educoiion through seminors, workshops ond ponel discussions. This yeor's Symltosium
on Modern Archilecture explores "The Seorch for Definiiion.,,
The Chicogo Architecls Awords Luncheon honors )enise
Scolt Brown, Leon Krier ond Horry Weese, with o keynole
oddress by New York Times critic poul Goldberger Other

v.p.

Denise Scott Brown, orchiie.t

John Busby, desrgn portner
Richord Corlson, orch tect

Edwqrd J. Corr,

IDRC v.p.

Pqi Choote, ouihor, keynote
Dovid Cotts, pres dent, IFMA
Jomes Doiley, deolership pres.

sessjons oddress issues from how light shopes respcnse to
the design-mode object. In order to goin first conside.rotion
for session tickets to oll these presentotions o{ ide<ts, use

the coupon to pre-register for NEOCON

E.

A. John Dodson, Sr., deolershrp

pres

Robert Douglos, fool ty plonner

19.

John J. Dues, corp. director
Peter Ellis, Ph.D., consu toni

Lorry Evons, deo ership

:,H::,:".:i*T-'
2, EMERGING VOICES:
The Young, Bright ond Tolented Minds in Americon Design
Four young Americon designers- Koiherine Mccoy, Adrion Smitn,
Michoel Vonderbyl, ond Kevin Wq z discuss new directions with n

:,JJ:T,:-:;:T;"

pres.

Rodney Fifch, des gner
Sieve Gothings, deolershrp pres.
Mossimo Scolori

Poul Goldberger, o

!l

r.\t, r"

\'

Terence C. Golden, GSA odm n stroror
Jqmes Goodson, orch tect

3, KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
The High-Flex Society: Meeting the Chollenge of Chonge
Pot Choote, outhor, speoks on how Amerjco cqn moke use of our
"notionol genius" for odoplotion ond moking chonge to meet future
rnternoiionol chollenges ond competriron.

tr.

Keiih Gront, councrl d

r.

Don Griesdorn, deolersh p

pres

Donqld J. Hockl, presrdent, AIA

Don Hoyes, dir. of design

4:3O PM

,de

4, DESIGN DIRECTIONS:

Joseph E. Heoley, president,

New Coroorote ond Commerciol Interiors

IDRC

Richord Hess, Ph.D., reseorch mgr.

Gory Whitney ond Jomes Terrell present lheir most recent occomplishments In controct Inlenors.

Hons Hollein, orchitect

4:3O Pm

Louren Hoye, drr. of design

5. ARCHITECTURE

+

UTOPIA:

Visions for the Post Industriol Socieiy

D. Roger Hurley, design portner

Richord Corlson

Mossimo Scolori ond Hons Hollein present on overview of iheir vision-

Tokenobu lgoroshi, designer

ory ond mystilying new work, drown from both buili ond unbuilt
proiects. Donold J. Hockl is the moderotor.
IHURSDAY JUNE I

I

Dokoto Jockson, designer

8:3O AM

Mortin Jerry,

6. THE CONTINUING REVOLUTION IN LIGHTING:

design v.p.

E. Lee Kennedy, orchitect

Compoct llluminotion
Don Thomos ond Terry K. McGowon, with choirPerson Richord Linington,
speok on new R&D odvonces which moke scoled-down lighling possible without socrif icing quolity.

Jqck Lenor Lorsen, designer

4:30 PM

Edword Lewis, corp. dir.

9. THE DREAM OF A CITY:

Richord Linington, president, lFl

Leon Krier, orchitect

Infernotionol Design Directions
Abdel Wohed El-Wokil, Chorles Vondenhove, Denise Scott Brown ond
Robert A.M. Stern speok on their individuol philosophies of orchriecture os they relote io urbon plonning ond living. L.A.L. Rollond is

Richord Mocouley, locilities plonning mgr.

lhe moderotor.

Terry K. McGowon, engineerrng mgr.

FRIDAY JUNT

ll.

Kofherine McCoy, designer

I2 8:30 AM
Tokenobu lgoroshi

Jqmes Miller, choirmon of ihe boord

Dokoto Jockson

THE DESIGN-MADE OBJECTT

Jqmes L. Newmon, deolership Pres:

Internotionol Expressions
From Europe, Asio ond the United Siotes, four designers-Tokenobu
lgoroshi, Dokoto Jockson, Tobio Scorpo ond Jock Lenor Lorsen-dts'
cuss lhe oesthelic ond culturol foctors which hove influenced their work.
r

Jomes Niehous, deolership treosurer
Sieven Porsholl, v.p., design firm

2:00 NOON

Rolph Perers, pres.,

CHICAGO ARCHIIECTURE AWARDS LUNCHEON
Honoring Denise Scott Brown, Horry Weese ond Leon Krier, this imporlont owords event will be highlighted by on oddress by New York
fimes crilic ond outhor Poul Goldberqer.

des

gn firm

Melonie Plumer, design v.p.
Ken Pollord, orchitect

Kolherine McCoy

Wolfgong F.E. Preiser,

Ph.D.

2:00 PM

I2.

THE SYMPOSIUM ON MODERN ARCHITECTURE IV:

The Seorch for Definition
An unprecedented meeting of minds in ihe field of orchitecture, this
ponel discussion feotures Denise Scoii Brown, Abdel Wohed EI-Wokil,

IBD

L.A.L. Rollqnd, president,

RIBA

Donold Sqchor, vice cho rmon, design firm

Leon Krier, Chorles Vondenhove, Tobio Scorpo, Mossimo Scolori, Adrion
Smith ond Robert A.M. Siern, with Poul Goldberger moderoting

SETECTED

Sondro Rogon, presidenl,

Tobio Scorpo, orchilect/designer

WORKSHOPS

Borboro Schirmeister, color consultont

Tobio Scorpo

Mossimo Scolori, orchiiecl

lO lOr3O ArYl
E. DESIGN IN SEARCH OF PRODUCTIVITY:

W€DNESDAY JUN€

Coping with the Complexities of the Electronic Office

Adrion Smith, orchitect

2:30 PM

Fronces Kellogg Smith, outhor

G. AMERICAN EXPRESS CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS:
A Cose Study in Design ond Focility Monogement
THURSDAY JUNE

ll

R. Timothy Stock, hospitol CEO

,,,'M

lOr3O AM

H. DRAWING, DESIGN, AND DATA MANAGEMENT:
The 3-Ds of ComputerAided Design for Spoce Plonning

Terrel

Fronk Stosiowski, outhor

Jomes Terrell, desrgner

2:3O PM

J. HEALTH CARE TODAY:
Form Follows Function ond Demond
2r3O Pm

K. ILLUMINATING BEHAVIOR:
How Light Shopes ResPonse
FRIDAY JUNE

l2

I0:3O AM

L. DRAMA AND AMBIENCE:
Retoil ond Restouronts os the New Enierioinmeni
lO:3O Atn

M.

Robert A.M. stern, orchitect

I

rc

Don Thomos, englneerrng mgr'
Beverly Thome, designer

Anionio Torrice,

designer

Michoel VonderbYl, designer
Chorles Vqndenhove, orchitect

Michoel Vonderbyl

Abdel Wohed El-Wokil, orchitect

BRITISH DESIGN COMES OF AGE:

Kevin Wolz, designer

New Morketing ond Business Strotegies

Horry Weese, orchiteci
Gory Whitney, corP.
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MERCHANDISE FOR SAIE

FOR SAIE

Calling all architects. Artist / Painter
- 4beautiful non-obiective acrylics, silk screens
editions, large airylic f iguritives. Call Arline Hirsch,

(212) 686 - 16 1 5. (Cal I eves.)

OFFICIAL PROPOSALS

TREE STAMPS
Treeline's crafted rubber stamos comotne
quality of hand drawn trees and people with
speed and convenience of stamDs. Write for

PUBLIC I{OTICE

HEALTH FACILITIES

free catalog.
Treeline
8

Tappan, Wellesley, MA 02181

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

CONSULTANTS
Ths New York Cily Health and HGpilah Corporstion, a
public b€netil co.poralion opa..liDg th. municipel ho.pilals end ambulalory heslth 6nlsq i3 laoking to p?F
qualify planning, archilclur!|, enginaering, @oalruclion menagemanl, and de3ign build ti?ms for consulting
work relaled to lhe Corpor.tion,s capilal building program. Our rnnurl capital budget is l'tst miltion. Proi*t
l*s range from sveral thouund lo $yer'l millid dollan. Proi*tr involve planning, d6ign rnd conslrrclion
relaled $nicca lot renovtlionr, maio? allarations, addilions, and n.w buildings al our leilitior and medical

cenlers. Hslo. types ot work will includa inpatienl
ateaa, diagnollic and tlealmenl areas, oulpatienl rrea!
end lmbulelory he.llh centen, and y'anl rnd oquipmenl amproyamenls. Bolh acule care ,nd nursing 6rt
lecililies a.e in our capital program. Firms wilh previous
heallh tacilily exFprienco or roleted architoclurel, engineoring, or construclion managemenl crpeliilce rrc
encouraged lo apply. Inte.sted firmr mu.l complele
lho HHC A./E proqualifidlion qmslionnrir. (HHC 1.t6ti)

Thir form may be obtainsd by contacting;
Lgon Dunkley, Dir@tol
Pbnning and Conaullent Seryicas

N.Y.G. Health and Hospitals

G.oup 4, lnc. now has available the Di3k

SUPER ACCURATE
ESTIMATING WITH
THE INDUSTRY'S
MOST EXTENSIVE
COMPUTER DATA BASE
IS NOW AS EASY AS:

MASTERSPEC.
Speciticalions System. This automated
speciticalion production system will caye
you lime and money.

The MASTERSPEC Dask Library is avaitable for use with WordPlue-PC and Word
Perlecl word-ptocessing soltware systems
lor IBM and lBM-compatible desktop compuler systems. lt is available in the Basic

346 Broadway, 12th Floor West
New York, ilew York 10013

Tel: (212) 566-0686
HHC

The Disk Library is easy to use. l{o special

Call (409) 775-7472 today lor more informalion on the Group 4, Inc.-IIASTERSpEC
Di3k Library !6ryice.

.

Costs for 25,000 building componenls
o Precise labor costs/time estimates
to( 22t(ades
. Cost adjustments for 700 zip codes
Now you can do Conceptual Budget Analyses
and Preliminary Design Estimates in minutes.

AT€Lt

4

MARINHA

,(h{.d!

2t2.5
20 wsrr

dr"i.,.

t2t northmainsteel

bryan, lexas 77803

409/775

COMPI,ETT PRDPARATION FOR

7412.

THI RXGISTMIION
BOx

Billing, Payroll, Aged A/R, A/P, and G/L. IBM
XTlAT compatible-link to Lotus 123 tm.
-ACS (805) 962-4962 PO Box 4811 SB CA gitllo*

Billing and Job Costing

-

(813) 887-5600.

YOUR

Circle Latryetto, CA 94549

CLASSIFIED

(415) 283-t498

/f-rvncnrs,_
SIGMA lll CADD System, 2 workstations. \
Hp

l

ADS

I

back- I
up, Sigma Design Software, g-D color I
nojglls, new $226,635, sates price I

(s12)828-909o

Los Anr{eles California 9006,i

CALL IN

using the Apple ilacinlooh. . . . .
Applied Micronetica, tnc

$59,000.

64lll8

Cost Estimating, Quantity Surveys, Computer
Applications, Corp, DOD, GSA, VA. Construction Cost Systems, Chicago, (312) B5S-5a41;
Tampa

\

EXAMS

Architectural License Seminars (21.t) 208-71 l2

Inlormatron Systems Company

36" plotter,400 megabyte disk, tape

.Xst6N QuRgs, TuToRtAl
0 0 ) 0 0I
E,l7h 37. Nsw )rrFK lv.l loo2{

cortPuTER

sude 200

1-800-257-5295
);i;f"?%i33 J3*'
?t t
l!flll

Top of the line, 19" high resolution color,

€t

}.IASCI{EROItI,

sTUDt0

group.

FOR LINK UP BY NEXT WEEK.
CALL TOLL FREE

3 Burnt Oak

An Eq u al O ppodunity Em ptoyil

SPECIAL SERVICES

training is neceasery. You can use the tASTERSPEC Da3k Labrary immediately upon
arrival,

2.Your phone
3. The Dodge Data Base

-

-

and Short Language Versiona,

,*?,^?-

""!,1
UcOraw-Hilt

Corporation

Library 3ervice tor

I

212t512-2556

SHOPPING FOR METAL
WITH "HOLES''?
Then Call the'Hole Storet'!

_ FIVE SERVICE

CENTERS

_

DALLAS
ATLANTA. TAMPA

CLEVELAND

O

CHICAGO

O

Complete Stocks Fast Shiprnent
TOLL 1-8oo-2gz-882o
FREE: Laoo-282-66oo (Fla.)
Call or Write for Our New Catalog

McNIGHCILS CCl.
56Ol Gray St. / Tampa, Florida 336O9
(813) 876-4100

Circle 120 on anquiry card
Circle 118 on inquiry card

an

n

ual i ntem ati o nal exh ibition

nARruloil|Acc
SANT'AMBROGIO DI VALPOLICELLA

dtb prrbli@tion
iso*oiloble in

VERONA. ITALY
SEPTEMBER 13 - 20, 1987

An unsurpassed 17-acre showcase of materials, products

and equipment lor the stone-working industry, now
celebratin g its Silver Anniversary.

A total of 51,218 trade visitors from 89 countries met with

999 producers and manufacturers from 21 different
nations displaying at the '86 show.

Interested in attending this year's MARMOMACC ?
Join us in a special V.l.P. group triP to Verona, ltaly
competitively priced at US$. 899.00
sponsored by the Verona Fairr Organization
September 13 - 20, 1987'

Eniov eioht wonderful davs in Verona, a beautiful historic

ciW,'and attend the 25th edition of MARMOMAGC,

intbrnational exhibition of marble, granite, building stone,
machines and equiPment.
For information on MARMOMACC and the special V.l.P. trad€ trip' contact
Lucio Caputo, U.S. representrative, Verona Fairs Organization'
Dhone (212) 371 -ZSSO or (2121775-1050, telex 6973217 IT L UW
Ond Wdrld Trade Center. Suite 1513, New York, NY 10048

'

-

F-'""I"r!-no;;fii,fi "fi riLitn'f
University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road 18 Bedford Row
DePt. P.R.
Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 London, WCl R 4EJ
England
U.S.A.
Name

lnstitution
Street

City
State

7ip

Circle 119 on inquiry card

-

Advertising index

For detailed data, prefiled catr

(G) General

logs of the manulacturers listed
below are available in your 1987
Sweet's Catalog File as follows'

(E) Engineering & Retrofit
(r) Industrial Construction &

Buildins & Renovation

Renovation

(L) Homebuilding & Remodeling
(D) Contract Interiors

Bold face-page number

Italics-Reader Service number

(414) 251-6000

A./E/C Systems'87, 32Ed; 21
(800) 23?-3900
page advertising supplenent
included with Eastern copies only.
Alcan Building Products, 86; 62

Ic.D]
1(800)

43M61
28

(412) 78?-0150

Aluma Shield Industries, 223;
121

lcl

(904) 255-5391

Alumax Building Specialties, 199;
e5 tcl
(214) 2t]t8811
American Olean Tile Co.,60{1;67

lG:Dl
(215) 855-1111

American Seating Co., 20f; 9Z [G]
AMP Products Corp.-Netcon Div.,
50-51; ttg tC.E-Dl
(215) 647-1000

Andersen Corp., 18-19; 11,20-21;
12,22-23t /3 [G-L]
Architect's Book Club, 195 to 197
Archictectural Precast Assn-,
16l-162;25
Armstrong World Industries, Inc.,
Cov. II-l; 1,2-3;2 IG-E-D]
(800) 23:|-3823

AT&T-LBS System 85,
| (800) 2t7-r2r2
Autodesk, lnc.,

194

2061' 102

Avis, 198; 94
I (800) elr-r212
B
Bana Corp., 32Na; 39
(800\

117 tG-Dl
Buchtal Corp., 218; rJ5 [G]

52&n9r

California Redwood Assn.,

2ll;

108

(415) 381-1304
Ceco Door Div., l7; ,10 [G-E-I]
Century (Div. of Jeld-Wen), 32Ec; 20
Charleston Carpets, 72-73; 58
r (800) %l-4359
Cheney Co., T\e,215; 112 LGI
(80nt 782-tn2

|

Chicago Metallic Corp., 208-209;
104 [G-I-D]

CNA Insurance, l04i 7/t
(3r2) 565-24:24
Compaq Computer Corp., 188-189
1 (800) 231-0900

Computervision, 6;4
Crown Metal Mfg. Co., 224; 123
(3r2) 873-3833
C/S Group, The, 30-31; 16
(20r) 272-52,00

2e

tcl

Best Western International, 87
Bigelow (Designtec), 6243; 53
Bonanza Buildings, 32Nb; 3r'

(zLT 348-7676
Bonsal Co., W.R., 178; 85 [G]
(7M) 5?5-1621

40; s9
(202) 783-3908

K

G

GAF Corp., 16; I [G-I-L]
General Polymers Corp.,

Div. of

Cambridge General Corp., 187;91
Georgia-Pacific Corp., 44; 11, lt2

(714) 943-2911

(812) 482-1600

(800) 225-6119

GF Furniture, 217;100
r (800) 6il-5794
Glen Raven Mills, Inc., f2-13; 8 [G]

$t9\

(601) 393-2110
Dow Chemical Co., 78-79; 59 tG-E-Il
DPIC Companies, 200; 96

DuPont Co.-Textile Fibers,

@t

227-2000

Kroin, Inc., 225;6 [G]
(617) 492-4000

227-621r

(216) 344-8216

Gold Bond Building Div. of Nat'I.
Gypsum, 204-205; l0r G-I-D
(?04) 365-0950
Grace, W.R. & Co., 66; 55 tG-Il
(61D 87G1400

GTE Sylvania, I/C Lighting,
Cov. III; 13tt lG-El
(610 777-1900

L

Landscape Forms, 2ll; 106 [Gl
LCN Closers, 164; 77 [G-E-I]
(815) 875€31r
Lees Commercial Carpet Co.,
176-177; 8tt
(800) 523-564?
Lundia, 173; 82 tG-Dl
(800) 258-6342

Halo Lighting Div., Cooper Lighting,

E
Edison Electric Institute,

(415) 8874800

Herman Miller, Inc., 184-185;
(800) 851-196
Hewlett Packard, 179; 86

89

Hickman Co., W.P., 224; 12tt [G-I)
004\ 2744000
Hitachi America Ltd.-Computer
Software Div., l70l 79
Homasote Co., 96; 68 [G]
(609) 883-3300

102-103; 7s

Efco Corp., 34; 36 [G-E-I]
2221.

1

Howe Furniture Corp., 172;81
(203) 374-7833

18

F
Fierre Di Verona, 222: 119
Flood Co., 46; t+3 lG-Ll
Florida Tile Div., Sikes Corp., 32;

FLA-TILE

67 tG-E-I-Dl
(303) 9?8-2451

Manville Corp.-Mineral Panels Div.,
rfl; 80 [G]
(303) 978-4900

Manville Corp.-Roofing Systems Div.,
98-99; z0 [G-E-I]
(303) 9?8-4900
McNichols Co., 222: 120
(800) 237-3820

[E-ll

Merchandise Mart Properties, Inc.,

2r2A-2128

Milcor, 32Ca to 32Cd; [G-I]
Mitsubishi Chemical Industries
America, Inc., 233; l3-l [G]
(9r4) 761-%50

I
Integrated Ceilings, Inc., 203; 99
(213) 478-0781

Interna Designs, 100; 7I
1(8OO)

.t7 [G]

M
Manville Corp.-Holophane Div., 84;

186; 90

1 (800) 367-4?72

192-193; 93
(800) 448-9835

(8OO)

Knoll International, 28-29: 7 5
Koppers Co., Inc., 207; 103 IGE-ll

Glidden Co., The, 58-59; 51 [G-E-I]

Helios Industries, Inc., 48;45 [G]

r4-r5 [c]
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(818) 968-5666

Kimball Office Products, 174-175; 83
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Donn Corp., 80; 60 [G]
Dover Elevator Systems, Inc.,

Elliptipar, lne.,

Karastan,56-57
(2r2\ 9ffi-3434
Karastan/Bigelow,25 to 27; 15
Kawneer Co., Inc., 166-167; 78 [G]
Kim Lighting, 36; 37 IGI

tG-I-L-Dl
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Davidson Brick Co.. 32Wa:. 3o

lG-E-L-Dl
QO4) 667-7713

(201) 869-5200

International Masonry Institute,

8:5

18l$ 2894744

BASF Corp.-Fibers Div.,94€5; 52

Belden Brick Co., 32Ea; 18 32Ch;

32Ee;22

Fry Reglet Corp.,226; 126 [Gl

(404) 256-0999
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Alply, Inc., 32Es; 21, 32Cs;

(800) 543-3000
Forms + Surfaces.
(805) 969-7?2r

Bristol Fiberlite Industries, 8ft

A/E/C Systems'87, 48

International Granite & Marble.

Focal Point, Inc., 89; 64
Formica Corp., 52-53; 49 [G]

Bradley Corp., 68; 56 tG-E-Il
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Modric, Inc., 49; {7
(3r2) U8-222r
Monier Co., 32Sa; 32

0r4\

lG-Ll

538-8F,22

Monsanto Chemical Co.-Sallex Sound
Control, a7; LI lG-El
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(800) 3214330

Monsanto Chemical Co.-Ultron 3D
Carpet, 182-183;88

Sales offices
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vtAKE YOUR PROfECTS MORE PROFITABLE - EFFORTTESSTY!
ove those decorative cedar shingles but hate to draw them? Save valuable
ime with our Fancy Cuts Template. Each template shows exposures for both
nterior and exterior applications along with square footage achieved per
t6-piece carton based on exposure.

eed oroduct information fast? Your Architectural Record Subscnber
Tetephone Access Card number can help speed information to you
about any product or service in these pages.
Architectural Record's exclusive STAC number system enables you tc call

lafl now: 1-8OU426-897O for your free template and design kit to make your next project
^^ra nr^f;r,hlp

SHAKERTOWN FANCY

and kev vour "more information" requests directly into our computer via touchtone tdlephone. lf you've previously received a STAC card, it.carries.your
number. However, you mdy find it easier to just check the mailing address
label on each issue your personal STAC number is conveniently listed above

CUTS@

iend for a lree design kit: Shakertown, Box 40O-AR-FC-5, Winlmk, WA 98596 or call l-800-426;8970.

vour name. |MpORTRNT: Your STAC number starts after the first four

Circle 132 on inquiry card

humbers and is separated f rom them by a space. lf your STAC number starts
with one or more Cis, ignore them, as well as the hyphen. (For example' the
STAC number on the above label is 98765432.)
Soon after your call, advertisers can access your requests by phone from our
computer,-and start speeding information !o you. So when you need
inforination fast, free help is as close as your STAC number. And STAC service
is available to you 24 hours a day, seven days a week

Number, including symbols,

BEFORE YOU DIAL:

All the facts
about the justintroduced K-Series

ITTnOOUCING THE NEW STANDARD
FOB STEEL JOISTS..

current H-Series.64
pages filled with the
latest changes in the

oN

rT

6
1.

Write the Reader Service num-

bers for those items about
which vou want more information in the boxes inSteP 6.
Do not add leading zeros.

CALL STAC:
a Usinq a standard touch-tone

sPecifications,
the totally new

J.

telephone, call 413/ 442-2668,
and follow the computergenerated instructions.

K-series

:x1x';?:i

ENTER YOUR STAC NUMBER
AND ISSUE NUMBER:
When the recording says,

Economy Table

to ensure selection

.

Writevour STAC number in the
boxes in Step 4 below. Do not
add leading zeros.

I.

Open Web SteelJoists
which will replace the

UP

.t

of the most efficient

T
T

I
I
I
I
I
I
T

I

I

New edition:
Standard Specilications,
Load Tables and Weight
Tables lor Steel Joists and
Joist Girders. $8.50 per copy
No. of copies

Managing Director
Steel Joist Institute

?Nfll3ln1""n,_"

*o,,,n

Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
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p When the recordinq
!.

"Enter magazine code-and'issue code..." enter these num-

trEBtrAtrtr

ENTER YOUR INQUIRIES:

ra

Total enclosed

f

:I
accompanyorder.
L--rrrrrr-rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrlll

savs.

bers and symbols:

50 Year Steel Joist
Digest. Everything
- you need to
determine load capacities in

l^,^l
Pavment includes
i postage
- irst class city
and handling and must

State-Zi?-

Circle 133 on inquirY card

Q.

l
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When the recording saYs,

'Enter (next) inquiry number..."
enter the first InquirY Selection

ntrnntrtr

Intrntrtr
tr!nntrtr
lEnntrE
5.trTtrf,trtr
6
7

nnnntrtr
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8.nnnntrtr
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13

on your telephone keypad.
lonore blank boxes. Enter:

existing ioist-supported
structures. $34.0O per copy
No. of copies

numbers).

bers
and symbols (#
.)
or

W

quent number (maximum 17

. "Enter your subscriber
number..." enter vour STAC
number by pushin! the num-

ffi

blank boxes. Waitfor the Prompt belore entering each subse-

10
11

joist.

I'II-IIII

from your list below. lgnore

nnnItrtr
flflnItrtr
14.flnnIEtr

f]ENTtrtr
16.nxnItrtr
15

17

flntrntrtr

END STAC SESSION:

qr WhenyouhaveenteredallYou
Numbers an(
I . Inquiry Selectionprompts,
"Ente
the recordinq
-numbei,"
next inquiry

End tht

call by entering:

trtrtrtrtr8

lf vou are a subscriber and need assistance, call2121512-3442. lf you are no
a Subscriber, fill out the subscription card in this issue, or call Architectur€
Record Subscription Services at 91 4/628-0821 .

